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The Nashville Men‘s Chorus performed along with country stars Kathy
Mattea and Mark Chesnutt to conclude this year‘s From All Walks.of Life.
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Electric Blanket to Cover
Brooks Museum
_ MEMPHIS— Electric Blanket is
a slide show of photographic work
about AIDS that ranges from people‘s
pictures of their friends and family
who have died from AIDS to artists‘
photographic essays of people living
with AIDS to documentations ofcare—
giving and street demonstrations. It
will be projected onto the exterior of
the Memphis Brooks Museum of Art
at 6:00 pm on Wednesday, Dec. 2 in
conjunction with World AIDS Day
(Dec. 1) and Day Without Art (Dec.
2).
= ——ElectricBlanket is being co—pre—
sondes
sented by Delta Axis Contemporary
Arts Center, Memphis Brooks Mu—
seum of Art and VISUAL AIDS of
New York. VISUAL AIDS is the or—
ganization responsible for A Day
. Without Art and the Ribbon Project
— "Wear a red ribbon to show sup—
port for people with AIDS and their
caretakers and hope for a cure..."
Originally presented in New York
in 1990 and organized by photogra—

phers Nan Golden and Allen Frame,
with the VISUAL AIDS Artists Cau—
cus, Electric Blanket has since toured
Seattle, Toronto, Chicégo, Boulder,
Buffalo, Key West, and most recently,
Glasgow, Scotland.
Over 125 Photographers have con—
tributed work to Electric Blanket since
its inception. In Memphis, Electric
Blanket will include work submitted
by local photographers and will in—
clude AIDS statistics presented in
slide formation.
After being presented at the
Brooks, Electric Blanket willbe
shown as an installation at Delta Axis,
Memphis‘ non—profit contemporary
arts center, located at the southeast
corner of Cooper and Young.
Funding for the national tour of
Electric Blanket is provided in part
by the National Endowment for the
Arts and Photographers and Friends
United Against AIDS. The program
is FREE and the entire community is
invited.

Audre Lorde Dead at 58
By Sam Dimeo
Associated Press Writer
CHRISTIANSTED, St. Croix
(AP) — Audre Lorde, a feminist
poet whose eloquence in challeng—
ing racial and sexual stereotypes led
to her being named New York
state‘s poet laureate, has died of
cancer. She was 58.
Lorde died Nov. 17 at her home
in the fashionable Judith‘s Fancy
section of this U.S. Virgin Island,
said Jimmie Corley Griffin, direc—
tor of the Thomas—Hyll funeral
home.
Lorde was born Feb. 18, 1934,
in New York and graduated from
Hunter College in 1959. She began
working as a librarian in Mount
Vernon, a New York suburb, as she
developed her writing style.
She wrote of racial discrimina—
tion in her—17 books of poetry, es—
says and autobiography, among
them Cables to Rage (1970), Coal
(1976), The Black Unicorn (1978)
and Z&Bie A New SpeBHing of My

—

Name (1983).
Her 1973 poetry collection,
From a Land Where Other People
Live, was nominated for a National
Book Award.
—
In 1980 she published The Can—
cer Journals, chronicling the first
stages of cancer.
"I don‘t think the mainstream
media accorded to her the same re—
spect bestowed to other black
women writers, perhaps because of
her forthright feminist politics and
her open Lesbianism," said Phillip
Brian Harper, professor of English
and Afro—American Literature at
Harvard University.
Lorde was a member of the
board of directors of the Feminist
Press in New York City and had
founded Women of Color Press.
She is survived by a son,
Jonathan Rollins, and a daughter,
Elizabeth Lorde—Rollins, both of
New York City; two sisters, Helen
Lorde and Phyliss Blackwell; and
her companion, Gloria I. Joseph.

to be discharged for being Gay, says
a sexual behavior code is necessary
to crack down on incidents like
Tailhook, where two dozen women
—— half Naval officers — were mo—

to circumvent it," Gilberd said.
"Dropping the ban (on Gays)
would be an incredible step forward,
but our work would gusybe begin— .

ning," she said.

hasendeared itself to Memphis audi—
ences. Rounding out the show will
be Bury The Bone, a band which re—
Jieson the Black Crowes,among oke — _
ersfor their covers of popular tus§4

In The Life Deserves To Be Seen
As president—elect Bill Clinton delivered his
acceptance speech on the eve of election, his
promise of change, his vision for the future was
embraced by many Americans. Minority com—
munities particularly breathed a sigh of relief
as the Democratic party now firmly controls the
nation‘s capitol. As you know, the Gay com—
munity was hit the hardest with the Republi—
cans‘ "family values" nonsense. That is why it
is especially refreshing to discuss renewed hope
that positive change will fall upon our Gay and
Lesbian community.
Let that change begin with our local PBS
stations accepting the first nationally produced
monthly half—hour vanety/magazme talk show

entitled, In the Life.
In the Life, hosted by stand—up comic Kate
Clinton, is designed specifically for public tele—
vision with a non—confrontational and positive
outlook. It breaks down all stereotypes and
touches every aspect ofcontemporary life in the
Gay and Lesbian community by highlighting
art, politics, health, and entertainment. It cap—
tures the meaning, excitement, and contributions
of the emerging Gay and Lesbian culture. In
the Life is created by John Scagliotti, Emmy
. Award winner for the documentary Before
Stonewall, also broadcast on PBS.
When you first heard from us in September,
we revealed the shocking realities of the
unwavering right—winged Republican Senator
Robert Dole who claimed In the Life was "de—
generate" programming. The late Congressman
Ted Weiss defended the program claiming "the
only thing un—American going on here is the
small—minded thinking ofthis program‘s attack—
ers," that "public television was created to ad—
dress the lives of all Americans."
Although this program is available to public
television stations nationwide, only a handful
of progressive general managers are willing to
offer this groundbreaking series on their stations.
So popular is this new series that viewers wrote
in to the local PBS TV station in Vermont and
demanded In the Life be shown in their area.
Just as Bill Clinton has encouraged Ameri—
cans "to summon the courage to change," we
encourage you to summon your readers to write
to their local stations and inquire as to their plans
to broadcast quality public programming such
as In the Life.
Individual cassettes of the 3 completed half—
hour programs as well as a 45—minute compila—
tion tape are available through MCM by calling
800—543—3050. Multi—Cultural Marketing Inter—
— national is a cross—cultural marketing corpora—
tion which caters to the broad spectrum of
minority organizations. Each month, the new
programs will be offered on home video, so if
your local PBS station will not carry the pro—
gram, it is still available to you.

Lettersfrom our readers are always encour—
aged. Letters should be as short aspossible and
signed. Anonymous letters will not be printed,
but names my be witheld on request. Sendyour
letters to: Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Don‘t Punish Our
Employees
Any person has a right to dislike another
person for whatever reason they feel they
have. But when that person is in a position
2—The Triangle Journal News — December 1992

Opinions expressed in editorials and

commentaries are those of the authors
Here is a sampling of a few of the critically
acclaimed publications who praised the program
and expressed their outrage with "small—minded
thinkers."
§
More on Gay Republicans
...an engaging but sure to be controversial
variety/magazine series for and about Gays and
After reading the guest commentary by David during the Reagan—Bush years. It is wrong to lay —
Lesbians. —Washington Post, Sept. 22, 1992
Burton and the accompanying commentary "In the blame for this on a predominantly Democratic
The most noteworthy aspect of public TV‘s Defense of Gay Republicans" in the November congress, because the legislative branch lacks the
new In the Life series isn‘t its focus on Gay/ issue of TIN, I feel compelled to express my opin— forum to foster such an agenda.
Lesbian issues and entertainers, but its desire ion on some of the issues raised in those articles.
The anti—Gay hysteria in America today can
one day to be "regularly scheduled." —USA
While it may be wrong to publicly denounce a be attributed largely to the Reagan—Bush years.
Today, Oct. 15,1992
person for whatever political persuasion he or she Racist attacks, too, rose dramatically during this
In 1980, he (show‘s producer—John may embrace, I hope that the message concerning era because the GOP leaders, from their "bully
Scagliotti) developed the project with the cor— what has occurred within the Republican Party pulpit" legitimized racism. The Reagan—Bush
poration for Public Broadcasting, which ulti— during the past several years is not lost in the con— White House, through its powerful influence over
mately decided not to fund it. "I think they all . troversy.
the judiciary, deliberately failed to enforce civil
It is a mistake to tacitly deny the element of rights laws which exited prior to 1980.
got cold feet when Reagan was elected,"
The issue of abortion is a prime example of
Scagliotti said. Last spring he approached Tho— intolerance that exists within the GOP. Accord—
mas Morgan, president of WNYC communica— ing to the New York Times (August 26, 1992), the GOP‘s use ofthe force ofgovernment to deny —
tion group. Morgan was receptive to the idea "There is little question that the religious right is what should be a personal choice based on con—
since he wanted to create programming for ready to take possession ofthe Republican Party." science and/or religious belief. While Bush‘s po—
underserved groups in New York. —Variety The Times reported that approximately 300 ofthe litical rhetoric may have indicated a backing away
2,210 delegates to the 1992 GOP convention were from that issue, his actions tell a different story.
April, 15, 1991
A step forward for Gay cultural politics. Pro— members ofthe Christian Coalition, the organiza— In mid—October, the Bush White House issued a
tion responsible for the anti—Gay initiatives on the statement of support for Operation Rescue, the
ducer Jon Scagliotti is due congratulations for
Oregon and Colorado ballots this year.
most radical of the anti—choice groups.
bringing In the Life to life in a politically hos—
There is a serious threat inherent in the Re—
The "politics of fear" did not cease to exist
tile climate. —Washington Post, July 2, 1992
publican philosophy that denies the concept of when the Senate censured Joseph McCarthy in
Having been clobbered on the floor of the individual liberty which Americans take for
1954. Modern Republican strategists boast about
United States Senate nearly 2 weeks before it is granted. We must not lose sight of this by believ— their use of divisiveness and polarization, a strat—
even seeing the light of broadcast, In the Life ing that "political rhetoric" is nothing more than egy designed to "pit people against each other."
makes its public—television debut...with a cer— rhetoric. The Republican platform calls upon the That alone should raise a red flag to those of us
tain hesitancy that is all too understandable. force ofgovernment to determine issues based on who suffer from the hatred, bigotry, and violence
Clearly, the station would like to have the pro— singular religious beliefs and to deny choices that such a strategy promotes.
gram appeal to the community at large. Finding which, in a free society, belong to the individual.
Bill Johnson
solutions won‘t be easy, but In the Life has
The forum which exists for inciting a mood of
Bakersfield, MO
earned a shot. —New York Times, June 25, 1992 intolerance (or tolerance) belongs almost exclu—
Johnson is the founder and former edi—
On June 12, the onslaught reached new sively to the executive branch ofgovernment, and tor ofGaze. —Ed.
heights of absurdity when Robert Dole took to that forum was utilized to promote intolerance
‘the Senate floor to denounce In the Life. With—
out having seen the program he asked, "Is this
the kind of programming taxpayers and public
TV contributors have in mind? I don‘t think so."
Public television was created to address the lives
of all Americans. That is the goal of In the Life.
It is an enlightened goal that speaks to the many
historic struggles to open our.culture to all who
reside here. It is a goal we all should embrace.
—The Nation, July 13,1992
It‘s in the hands of the programming direc—
tor whether the show runs. Audience response
can encourage that decision, and audience sup—
port can keep the show going," says Scagliotti
(Executive Producer). —New YorkNative, June
Box 11485, Memphis, Tennessee 38111—0485
29,1992
Phone (901) 454—1411 (Evenings)
(Editor‘s Note: Groups or organizations are
encouraged to contact their local PBS stations
The Triangle Journal News assumes no liability for claims made by
to request the program. Organizations should
advertisers. Appearance in this publication is not to be construed as an indication of
consider underwriting the program‘s cost ifthat
sexual orientation, preference, or identity unless specifically stated. We welcome mate—
"is given as a reason for the station‘s failure to
rials submitted by readers, but reserve the right to edit or reject such materials. The
any it.)
Triangle Journal News is published 12 times a year by Printers Ink and distributed in
the Memphis and Nashville, Tennessee areas and throughout Arkansas. First class
mailed subscriptions are available at $15 per year.

of authority and management, and that per—
son takes out their vengeance upon employ—
ees of companies owned by the person that
they dislike by barring all employees from
his business and telling his employees that
they will be fired if they are seen in the busi—
nesses of this person that he dislikes, then
this is wrong. This should not be done in
any community, especially the Memphis
Gay Community. Your employees as al—

ways are still welcome in all of my busi—
nesses, and I think for thebenefit of OUR
employees, you should changeyour mind.
Tommy L. Stewart
Memphis
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HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER

Miss Amber Richards
MISS CONTINENTAL U.S.A., 1991

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 29

Miss Jina Jones
MISS U.S.A. ATLARGE, 1991

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6

Miss South, U.S.A.
PAGEANT NIGHT SUNDAY, DECEMBER 13

f
MISS U.S.A., 199091 SUNDAY, DECEMBER 20

Miss Sable Channel

Miss Bianca Page
A SPECIAL VISIT SUNDAY, DECEMBER 27
New Year‘s Eve Party
PARTY WHERE THERES ROOM TO DANCE THURSDAY DECEMBER 31

Happy Hour Special
3 for 1 cocktails! (810 PM.)
7529 Franklin Pike, Nashville, Tennessee
Telephone: 615/385—9689

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Detroit Bishop Dissents

_

Baptists Ignore

}

Demands to
From Vatican Statement on
Homosexuality

MIKE‘S

Reprimand

PLACE

Clinton

By Dick Lipsey
Associated Press Writer

in action, and in law."
CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas (AP)
The advertisement adds that a June — The Baptist General Convention
1992 statement from the Vatican to of Texas has ignored a Fort Worth
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — An U.S. bishops indicated there were situ— pastor‘s demands that President—elect
activist group for Gay and Lesbian ations, such as teaching, adoptive Clinton be reprimanded for his stands
Catholics was joined by Detroit parenting and military recruitment, in on abortion and homosexuals.
Bishop Thomas Gumbleton and two which the principle could be dis—
WN. Otwell, pastor of the Heri—
colleagues in criticizing a recent carded.
§
tage Baptist Church, led a small group
Vatican statement the group says al—
Greg Link, director of New Ways — of protestors in Corpus Christi where
laws discrimination against Gays.
Ministry, said the statement stirred up convention delegates met this week.
New Ways Ministry, based in
mainstream support for Gay and Les—
"Bill Clinton needs to be disci—
Mount Rainier, Md., has prepared a bian rights that his group has been
plined because he supports sodomy
four—page advertisement scheduled to advocating for years. _
and he is a whoremonger," Otwell,
appear in the Nov. 13 issue of the
"The Vatican issues these docu— who also leads the God Said Minis—
National Catholic Reporter, a weekly ments in the hope of clamping down tries, said Nov. 10. "We must stand
newspaper published in Kansas City. on the issue, and very often it raises against him."
More than 1,500 people have the issue to new heights," Link said
The Rev. Richard Maples, conven—
signed the ad, including Gumbleton, Monday night in a telephone inter— tion president, didn‘t mention the pro—
auxiliary Bishop of Detroit; Bishop view from Columbus, Ohio.
test to the gathering, however.
Walter Sullivan of Richmond, Va.;
The ad tackles stereotypes about
Maples said the convention does
and retired Bishop Charles Buswell Gays and notes that they have served not have the authority to discipline
of Pueblo, Colo.
successfully in the military and been Clinton, a Southern Baptist, even if it
Gumbleton did not return a call by good parents and teachers, Link said. wanted to
The Associated Press for comment.
Sullivan signed the advertisement
"If he was to be disciplined, any
Diocese spokesman Ned McGrath because it was "important to stand up form of discipline of an individual
said Gumbleton‘s views did not nec— for the civil rights of all people in church member is done by the local
essarily reflect the views of the Arch— church or out of church," said Steven church," said Maples, adding he was
diocese of Detroit.
Colecchi, director of the office ofjus— personally satisfied with Clinton‘s
"This will be educational for a lot tice and peace of the Catholic Dio— record as a Baptist.
of people," Buswell said in a tele— cese of Richmond.
phone interview. "Many don‘t under—
"This is an expression of the
stand homosexuality except to think bishop‘s longstanding pastoral con—
Hiberians Say
it‘s bad. This is to let people know cern for Gay and Lesbian issues and
No More
publicly that Gay people should not a statement of concern about the hu—
be discriminated against."
man rights of any person," Colecchi
St. Pat‘s Parade
The advertisement, titled "A Time said.
to Speak," cites a 1986 letter on ho—
_ "The 1992 statement was not an
NEW YORK (AP) — The An—
mosexuality in which the Vatican ac— official, open document of the
cient Order of Hibernians, complain—
knowledged Catholic social teaching Vatican," Colecchi said. "It was an
ingof legal fees it spent fighting a Gay
that "the intrinsic dignity of each per— informal aid to bishops."
Irish group over whether the group
son must always be respected in word,
could march in the St. Patrick‘s Day
Parade, is withdrawing from the an—
nual Fifth Avenue event.
Portland, Maine Voters
It was not immediately clear
whether a St. Patrick‘s Day Parade .
Uphold Gay Rights
would be held next March.
AOH National President George
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Resi— in response to a rise in the incidence of
Clough said Nov. 2 the Irish Roman
dents of Maine‘s largest city voted to hate crimes, including "Gay bashing."
Catholic organization was victim of
retain a controversial local ordinance He contended that victims in the city of
"the old legal tactic of relentlessly
that specifically bars discrimination 63,000were afraid to testify against their
running up the legal bill" in its battle —
against homosexuals.
attackers for fear they could lose their
to keep the Irish Lesbian and Gay
The tally showed that 57%, sup— jobs or apartments by identifying them—
Organization from marching as a
ported the ordinance that prohibits dis— selves as homosexual.
group in the annual parade.
crimination on the basis of sexual
Opponents argued that the ordinance
The city Human Rights Commis—
orientation in housing, jobs, credit and was unnecessary because there was no
sion has ruled that the Gay organiza—
public accommodations.
evidence of widespread bias against
tion must be allowed to march.
"I think that we‘ve taken a historic homosexuals and no reason why they
"This pre—ordained ruling in effect
— step for this city," said Peter O‘Donnell, should be granted special rights.
takes away from the Ancient Order
the city councilor who introduced the
The ordinance produced a fiery de—
of Hibernians the right of freedom of _
measure.
bate. At one public forum, a critic ofthe
assembly in New York City," Clough
The Portland ordinance — similar measure likened homosexuals to people
said in a statement.
_ to measures in effect in at least six states who sell themselves as prostitutes or
"For years, individual Gays and
and 130 cities — was approved last have sex with animals. Supporters
Lesbians have paraded, without chal—
spring by the city council, but opponents sought to frame the debate in terms of
lenge, in marching units.
collected 1,500 signatures to force a ref— equal rights rather than an endorsement
"Now, New York City seeks to
erendum.
of Gay lifestyles. Both sides aired TV
force the AOH to allow ILGO ... and
Jim Duran, leader of Concerned ads in the closingweeks ofthe campaign.
their allied ‘non—Irish,‘ militantly anti—
Portland Citizens, said the group‘s op—
Astatewide Gay rights bill has gone
Catholic Gay/Lesbian groups into the
position to the ordinance proved that the before the Legislature eight times over
parade as a marching contingent,"
support wasn‘t as strong as the 7—1 mar— the past 15 years. It never passed, but
Clough said.
gin by the city council.
the margin of defeat has gradually nar—
It considers the parade a secular
Forty—three percent of those casting rowed. _
event subject to a city law than bans
ballots, opposed the measure.
Duran downplayed the significance
discrimination based on sexual orien—
O‘Donnell sponsored the ordinance ofthe Gay rights ordinance. "I don‘t see
tation.
}
f
this as a mandate coming from a liberal
Clough said the legal battle, which
4—The Triangle Journal News — December 1992
city such as Portland," he said.

Saturday Super Shows
with Krystle K. & Co.
Showtimes 11 pm & 12:30 pm

Only at Mike‘s Place
249 Hermitage Ave. «Nashville, IN
(615) 256—2657

Arter—Tne—Rain Crean Ur Time !!

S Carer? apf
Carpet ® Upholstery
RYV‘s ® Trucks ® Car

*
*
*
*

Steam Clean
Pretreat
Deodersizer
Disinfectant

lnteriors<—.

*
*
*
*

Furniture Moved
Stain Removal
Rust Removal
Pet Odor Control

L
CarperGuaro Avamasie
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
LEE WATSON
24 Hour SErvicE
327—6165
Owner
FREE ESTIMATES

DISCOVER
THE JOY OF TOUCH
~GENTLE, RELAXING,
TOTAL BODY MASSAGE
Guaranteed Rejuvenation For
The Body and Mind.

4a52—1875 Tom Pitman
By
Massage Therapist
Appointment

began when ILGO was barred from commission‘s ruling on constitutional
marching as a group in the 1991 pa— grounds.
rade, has drained the charitable orga—
A commission administrative
nization of upwards of $100,000.
judge had ruled last year that the pa—
In his statement, he said, "Conse— ‘rade sponsors discriminated against _
quently, AOH members in conven— ILGO, but said they were within their
tion (last summer) enacted a rights because it was based on reli—
constitutional amendment prohibiting gious principles and those offreedom
any unit ofthe order from sponsoring not to associate with people with
a parade or public celebration."
whom one disagrees. The commis—
He said, however, that individual sion. recently overturned the admin—
New York AOH members were con— istrative judge.
sidering an attempt to reverse the

Battlegrounds for Gay Rights
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —The
battle for Gay and Lesbian rights,
once only seen in large cities such as
New York and Atlanta, is emerging
in smaller urban areas, according the
author of Growing Up Gay in the
South.
"Small—town America, and the
South in particular, is becoming the
battleground for Gay rights," said Jim
Sears, who is author of the book and
a University of South Carolina asso—
ciate professor.
While Gays are backing federal
civil rights protections under Presi—
dent—elect Bill Clinton, activists say
crucial battles also will be fought in
places such as Columbia.
Sears‘ book is about 13 people
who grew up as homosexuals in South
Carolina. Some Southerners in the
past were known to be homosexual
and were tolerated because of the
Southern code of courtesy, as long as
they didn‘t "flaunt it," Sears said.
But now, they‘re asking: "Why do
I have to go to Atlanta or New York
City? Why can‘t the same liberties
apply to me in Columbia, South Caro—
lina?,"" Sears told The (Columbia)

State
A Columbia committee has rec—
ommended the city join more than

100 other U.S. cities and counties that
have enacted civil rights protection
based on sexual orientation.
Homosexuals believe three
marches have helped them gain more
acceptance in Columbia, but they also
believe it would help if the city would
enacts ordinances to protect them
from discrimination in employment,
housing, and other areas.
Mayor Bob Coble asked the
Greater Columbia Community Rela—
tions Council to investigate com—
plaints, and it subsequently appointed
a Committee on Civil and Human
Rights for Lesbians, Gays, and Bi—
sexuals.
The committee, which was made
up of homosexuals and heterosexu—
als, recommended that the city out—
law discrimination based on sexual
orientation in public and private em—
ployment, housing, public accommo—
dations, and credit transactions.
The committee also recommended
that the city begin recognizing domes—
tic partnerships between homosexual
and heterosexual couples. That would
enable them to take bereavement
leave when a partner dies or claim a
partner as a dependent on health in—
surance policies.
Two months ago, the Community

Relations Council‘s board of directors
recommended that the city add
"sexual orientation" to existing poli—
cies against discrimination.
The council did not make a rec—
ommendation on private employ—
ment, credit transactions or domestic
partnerships.
Coble, who said last week he had
not read the report, must decide
whether to take the recommendations
to City Council.
According to the Human Rights
Campaign Fund, the nation‘s largest
political group for homosexuals, 109
cities and counties and seven states
have passed anti—discrimination laws
based on sexual orientation.
Atlanta, Raleigh and Chapel Hill,
N.C., are among the cities in the South ©
that have passed such laws. But Co—
lumbia would be the first "truly South— .
ern city" to enact civil rights for
homosexuals, Sears said.
Most homosexuals who stayed in
the South have traditionally beenin—
visible, Sears said. _
Now, homosexuals in the South
are demanding the same rights as het—
erosexuals.
"Things have changed a lot since
we had our first march in 1990," said
Matt Tischler, co—chairman ofthe Gay
and Lesbian Pride Movement.
"The general public realizes we‘re
here and not someplace else,"he said.
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DENVER (AP) — Officials say
Amendment 2 may nullify state laws
preventing insurance companies from
blacklisting Gays.
A strict reading of the constitu—
tional amendment indicates insurance
companies could once again deny
policies to homosexuals and cancel
coverage of HIV—positive clients, of—
ficials said.
"I think it‘s a huge issue. No one
has paid any attention to how Amend—
ment 2 impacts that," said Pat
Steadman, a lawyer with the Ameri—
can Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees who also con—
~ sults with Gay—rights backers.
Amendment 2 prohibits state or
local governments from enacting or
enforcing laws that protect Gays from
discrimination. The most commonly
mentioned effect of Amendment 2‘s
passage has been the repeal of Gay—
rights ordinances in Denver, Boulder
and Aspen.
Legal observers are wondering
whether the amendment also over—
turns state statutes and insurance di—
vision rules protecting Gays from
discrimination in obtaining medical or
life insurance.
One state law bars insurers from
asking clients for their sexual orien—
tation or otherwise trying to discern it.

Before states enacted such laws,
insurers often refused to cover Gays
because of their increased risk of con—

tracting HIV.
A different insurance division rule
also prohibits insurers from dropping
existing clients who test positive for
HIV or who are diagnosed with AIDS
or related illnesses.
"All other issues aside, insurance
is still the wild card out there," said
Cindy Cornelius, spokeswoman for
the Colorado AIDS Project. "I worry
about how insurance companies make
their decisions. Let‘s face it, these
guys are a business."
Jake Gaffigan, a spokesman for the
state insurance division, warned
against any companies using Amend—
ment 2 as an excuse to dump Gay cli—
ents. The division is studying the
amendment‘s effect on state law and
has requested an opinion from the
state attorney general.
Until the lawsuit challenging
Amendment 2 on constitutional
grounds is settled, companies are still
barred from discriminating, Gaffigan
said.
The U.S. Supreme Court dealt a
blow to Gays on insurance issues last
week when it decided a self—insured
company could cut health benefits to
workers who had AIDS.

Study Released on
Lesbian Parents
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (AP)
— A University of Virginia
psychologist‘s study of 4— to 9—year—
old children of openly Lesbian par—
ents shows the youngsters are not
being hindered in any significant way .
by their upbringing.
"The results suggest that it is qual—
ity of parenting, rather than the sexual
orientation of parents, that is impor—
tant for children‘s development,"
Charlotte J. Patterson said Nov. 18.
Beginning in 1990, Ms. Patterson
studied 37 children from 37 Lesbian
families in the San Francisco area.
Most of the mothers conceived
through donor insemination. The chil—
dren were about an even mix of girls
and boys.
The study showed that in sexual
identity or social skills, as demon—
strated by friendships, grades and par—
ticipation in sports, hobbies and
chores, the children were comparable
to those born to heterosexual couples.
"Children of Lesbian mothers
seem to be experiencing normal
psychosocial development," said Ms.
Patterson, an associate professor at
Virginia. "They are not hindered by the
sexual orientation of their parents."
The study showed no evidence that
these children were more apt to grow
up homosexual, though "judges have
denied custody from being worried
about that particular issue," Ms.
Patterson said.
Her study showed, however, that
there were two areas of notable con—
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trast between children of Lesbians and
children of heterosexuals. Lesbians‘
children seemed to experience greater
stress, indicated through incidents
such as insomnia, anxiety and anger.
However, they also showed a greater
sense of well—being and well—adjust—
ment.
"This is a new finding based on a
small sample and needs to be repli—
cated," Ms. Patterson said. "But there
are two possible interpretations. They
are experiencing more stress and still
do feel pretty good about themselves
despite that, or they‘re more secure
in expressing feelings both positive
and negative."
The stress also could come be—
cause of "heterosexist, homophobic
or other attitudes," she said.
There are an estimated 5 million
to 10 million children of Lesbian and
Gay parents in the United States, most
of whom were born in heterosexual
relationships, Ms. Patterson said.
There also is a rising number of
Lesbians in the country having chil—
dren in what she called a "Lesbian
baby boom."
About 26 of the children in the
study were raised by Lesbian couples,
and a smaller number were raised by
single Lesbians. The families were
predominantly white, upper—middle
class, and well—educated.
Ms. Patterson said she hopes to do
a follow—up study on the same fami—
lies as the children mature.
"A lot of people are wondermg
how thmgs are going to go during ado—
lescence," she said.
f

cials Say They
Are Gay Couple
BOSTON (AP) — After 12 years
of living a double life, two top offi—
cials in Gov. William F. Weld‘s ad—
ministration
have
publicly
acknowledged their relationship and
say growing support for Gay rights
made them speak out.
"We‘ve been chewing on this since
the day we came into office," said
Kevin M. Smith, the commissioner of
the Division of Capital Planning and
Operations, who shares a Dedham
home with Mitchell L. Adams,
Weld‘s revenue commissioner.
"Either we were going to do it or
we let it happen," said Smith.
Both men requested an interview
with The Boston Globe to speak about
their relationship, which friends and
colleagues, including Weld, have
known about for years. They said they
hoped that revealing their status
would head off any rumors about
them and set an example for other
professional homosexuals.
"It‘s very liberating, but there‘s
also a degree ofanxiety," said Adams.
Both men joined the administra—
tion in early 1991. Adams, a longtime
friend and college roommate of Weld,
helped raise money during Weld‘s
gubernatorial campaign and had man—
aged a downtown law office, the
newspaper said.
The revenue department, which
Adams heads, is responsible for col—
lecting taxes and enforcing the state‘s
tax codes. It employs about 3,000
people.
Smith, 38, a lawyer and 1976
Harvard Law School graduate, had
been working in a real estate devel—
opment firm, Awdah Co. of Boston.
Last Nov. 10, Adams spoke to the
Boston Professional Alliance, a Gay
activist organization, about his rela—
tionship with Smith.
U.S. Rep. Barney Frank, D-Newton, who revealed he was a homo—
sexual in 1987, said he admired
enormously the stand taken by Smith
and Adams.
"There is no other case like this,
two Gay people living together who
are in high public office," he said. "It‘s
very important toward combating hate
and prejudice."
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Vatican Stand
on Gays
CHICAGO (AP) — About 100
people attended a candlelight vigil
outside the home of Cardinal Joseph
Bernardin to draw attention to a
Vatican statement calling homo—
sexuality "an objective disorder."
The one—hour vigil was orga—
nized by Dignity—Chicago, a group
of Gay and Lesbian Catholics.
Bernardin, head of the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago,
issued a statement recently con—
demning violence against Gays.

Activists praised the cardinal‘s
statement but said Bernardin should.
repudiate the Vatican‘s stance.
"We are disappointed that the
cardinal is reluctant to go on record
clearly advocating our rights under
the law," Dignity—USA president
Kevin Calegari said at Nov. 9‘s
vigil. "We will be watching how the
cardinal follows his words with ac—
tion."
Bernardin did not acknowledge
the group near his house.

Martin Grochala, spokesman for
Dignity—Chicago, said the organiza—
tion wants Bernardin to present its
concerns to the National Confer—
ence of Catholic Bishops, which
met in Washington in mid—Novem—
ber.

Occasionally in life the re are

those moments of unotterable fulfillment

which Cannot be completely explained by those symbols called words.
Their meanings can only be articulated by the inaudible language
of the heart.
— Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Memphis Marches!
An organizational meeting for
the Memphis contingent to the
1993 March on Washington is
slated for Monday, Dec. 7 at 7:00
pm in Meeting Room B of the
Main Library at Peabody &
McLean.
The March, whose full name is
The 1993 March on Washington
for Lesbian, Gay & Bi Equal
Rights and Liberation, will take
place on April 25, 1993. Over one
million participants are expected

to attend. |
Anyone interested in participat—
ing is encouraged to attend the

planning session . Among the top—
ics to be discussed are coordina—
tion oftransportation, publicity and
housing.
More information on the march
and the Memphis contingent is
available from Audrey May at
Meristem (276—0282) or David
Jeffers at Midtown Hair (278—
2199).

Good
|
Families Exhibition: "Adult
Contemporary Fiction"
Nice Boys From Good Fami— containing a personal ad gleaned
from back issues ofTheMemphis
liesisaMemphis—based art—design Flyer,Mid—SouthSwingers,Drum—
confederacy which promotes so—
mer, Straight to Hell, Bear, Big
cial and political awareness AppleDykeNews,
Biker, etc. dat—
through an exploration of topical
from the 70s to the 90s. Some
issues through new art forms. ing
ads are shocking, some amusing,
Founded by Memphis artists L.D. others
are wildly obscure; each
Beghtol andBarryBuxbaum,Nice representsaspecificaspectofcon—
Boys From Good Families have temporary sexuahty and its com—
plannedavariety ofmediaexperi— mercialization in the media.
mentsincludingsymposia, exhibi— Adult Contemporary Fiction
tions, and special publications — _ include works in a wide range
examining contemporary media will
of media produced by an ex—
culture.
eclectic group.Some, such
AdultContemporaryFiction— Qihtremely
Costello, Cory Dugan,
PersonalAds/Artists‘Responsesis —asandKelly
Greely Myatt, will be familiar
their premiere—event. An invita— to Memphians.
Lessfamiliar are
tional exhibition of works pro— "young unknowns"
Ray Vunk and
duced by 27 designers, architects,
Snyder, out—of—towners
writers and studio artists, Adult _ Diane
Carroll, Craig Wilkes and
Contemporary Fiction examines Patty
Frame and others known
the subculture of personal ads— Allen
their work in other fields:
and the unique forms of sexual morefor
architects Reb Haizlip and Brantly
self—expression, sexualmores, and Ellzey,
illustrator Daphne Hewitt,
politics they represent.
Ina random drawing, eachpar— and writers Stacy Hall and Tim
ticipantselected asealedenvelope Sampson.
Nice Boys From

Women & Their Friends
930 SOUTH COOPER — (901) 276—0282
Saturday , December 1
8 p.m. — $3—5 Sliding Scale
SOLSTICE RITUAL / PERFORMANCE
Created by DIANA RIVERS
xDancing The Spiral —
Nothing Tame Here
hud C
Sisters, Let Us Remember
* * *X * *X
Sunday, December 13
2—4 p.m. — HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE
.— 4—6 p.m. — READING & BOOK SIGNING with DIANA RIVERS
Author of Journey to Zelindar reading from her new book Daughters of the Great Star
* kx * * * —
Meristem mourns the recent passing of Lesbian Feminist Author Audre Lourde.
Her strength, wisdom and passion will bemissed.
We will sponsor a Ritual of Remembrance in early December. Call for information.
* k k k k
We thank the women and men of this community
for your ongoing support throughout the year.
\.
&
A special artists reception and
benefit for Friends For Life—HIV
Resources will be held on Friday,
Dec. 4, 1992 from 6—9 pm at
Warehouse Studio, 453 Tennessee
‘St. Refreshments and special en—
tertainment will be included in the
$5 admission donation, and music
will be provided by DJ Dr. Love.
All profits from the benefit will be
donated to Friends For Life; which
provides community AIDS educa—
tion and direct support of people
with AIDS.
Due to the adult nature of the
work, no one under 18 will be ad—
mitted without the supervision of
a parentor guardian.
The exhibition will be open to
the general public from Dec. 5
through Jan. 15. Call (901) 521—
9551 for viewing hours.

High Heels Attracts Halloween Revelers
MEMPHIS — About 864 handled by a group of volunteers
party—goers attended the first High led by decorator Mike Pozgar.
Heels, High Hats, and High Times They included flying bats, hang—
Halloween Party to benefit Friends ing vampires, coffins, two fake
cemeteries, andlots ofdead flow—
For Life HIV Resources.
The party was held in the cav— ers.
One of the party features was
ernous Beale Street Landing
downtown whosespace almost the purchase and decorationof—
tablesfor groups of ten. About 25°
proved too small for the event.
"We now own Halloween," of the 40 tables were: élaborately
‘_ said party co—chair Dennie Wade decorated in styles ranging from —
who, along with Mark Whitehead, the tasteful to the bizarre. Most
put the party together. "This was noteworthy were the towering
_ THE place to be on Halloween," flower and candle arrangement
designed by Ed Hammet for Holy
Wade said.
f
Over 100 people entered the \ Trinity Community Church, and
. costume contest which was won Naney Fletcher‘s 101 Dalmations
by two women dressed in body ~ table replete with dog food bowls
— paint and little else—one as Demi and guests in spotted costumes.
Moore‘s body—paint tuxedo picture Nancy arrived as Cruella DeVille
and the other as a bride. The two
won a trip to Key West and a
week‘s stay at a condo there.
Decorations for the event were
8—The Triangle Journal News — December 1992

G

with her dogs (the rest of her party)
on leashes.
The Nashville band Black
Widow performed throughout the
evening and was extremely well
received. Said one party—goer,
"The live band was great— the
. drag show was on the floor!"
Despite the early erroneous pro—
jections, about $25,000 was raised —
during the evening from admis—
sion, advance table sales, bar pro—
ceeds, and table contest voting.
The Fundraising Committee of
Friends For Life is already work—
ing on plans for next year‘s party.
One of the major changes will be
the addition of at least three more
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The Phone Corps Responds
By Tom Little
Memphis Phone Corps
The Holiday season is almost upon
us. Perhaps as a break from this hec—
tic month of December, pick up your
phone or a pen and paper and respond
to the following items. Consider that
the local newspapers and radio and
television stations equate one phone
call or one personal letter as represent—
ing dozens of individuals! Let our
community be heard!
"Watch the CA," the slogan of a
recent promotional campaign for The
Commercial Appeal, was a most ap—
propriate slogan for the Tuesday, Nov.
17 issue when an ambiguous Ramirez
editorial cartoon addressing the ques—
tion of Gays and Lesbians "coming
out" was accompanied by a most
unenlightened and homophobic edi—
torial from Wesley Pruden (editor of
The Washington Times) who links
"allowing" homosexuals into the mili—
tary and women into combat to the
* complete downfall of the national
defense. No opposing viewpoints ap—
peared, as usual.
Watch the CA, and call or write
the Commercial Appeal to register
your dissatisfaction with the continu—
ing homophobia and lack of fair cov—
erage of issues concerning the Gay
and Lesbian community.
Write to Lionel Linder, Editor, The
Commercial Appeal; 495 Union Av—
enue; Memphis, Tennessee 38103.
Phone: 901—529—2211.
~WHBQ Channel 13 included a
three—part series concerning the Mem—
phis Gay and Lesbian community as °
part of its Nov. 4—6 ten o‘clock news
broadcasts.
ge
S
— Appearing were several members
of the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
community. While the segments in—
cluded much positive about the com—
munity, the series was marred by
editorial comments prior to and after
by the news team. The series was pre—
ceded by a statement that WHBQ
does not "condone" or "promote" the
"lifestyles" portrayed in the segments
following, a poor choice ofwords that
cast a negative light on the

entire series.
Although the series did include
these questionable disclaimers and
was ultimately a flawed portrayal of
the diversity ofthe Memphis commu—
nity, WHBQ does need to know that
we watched the segments and did in—
deed appreciate the effort, and hope
that WHBQ‘s future coverage of the
Gay and Lesbian community will be
an improvement (it is apparent that
WHBQ received a good bit of nega—
tive protests).
Write to Jacque Minnotte, News
Director, WHBQ—TV; 485 South
Highland; Memphis, Tennessee
38111. Phone: 901—320—1313.
Memphis Magazine included the
article "The Old Forest" by Debbie
Gilbert that explores Overton Park‘s
"struggle to remain an urban oasis"
in its October issue.
:
The article offers an interesting
and insightful analysis of many of the
forces that have threatened to destroy
or damage Overton Park. Rightfully
included with these perceived forces
are those individuals that use the park
as a convenient spot for unsafe sex.
When asked why some Gay men con—
tinue this practice, Debbie Gilbert‘s
"Gay friend" states that "Most of us
already have HIV anyway. What have
we got to lose?" Although this article
is not homophobic in nature, the im—
plication that "most of us" have such
attitudes is the problem here. This
only reinforces both AIDSphobia and
homophobia.
Write Ms. Gilbert explaining what
such a statement means to the Gay:
community and how it can only rein—
force homophobia.
In the November issue, politics
editor Jackson Baker offers a fun
analysis of the ‘family values" of Dan
Quayle and Murphy Brown, "Thou
Shall . . . What?"
Write Memphis Magazine‘s new
editor Tim Sampson and encourage
him to continue his tradition of sup—
port ofour community he began while
editor of The Memphis Flyer.
Write to Letters to the Editor, 460
Tennessee Street, P.O. Box 256,
Memphis, Tennessee 38101. Phone

|

901—521—9000.
This columnis assembled by the
Memphis Phone Corps. We would ap—
preciate copies of your responses.
Send to: Memphis Phone Corps, c/o
P.O. Box 41902, Memphis, TN
38174. For more information about
the Phone Corps, or if you have a lo—
cal item that might be appropriate for
this column, call 901—278—2199 or
901—272—3740.

Bonnie Bitch Returns

Holy Trinity
Gospel Concert

Bonnie Bitch and C C Rae will
perform their act at Reflections on
Saturday, Dec. 19. The regular door
cover will apply.
Bonnie uses members of the audi—
ence in her act which has been well—
received in the past.
Joining her will be CC Rae, whose
character repertoire includes Barbara
Steisand and Pee Wee Herman,
among others. Showtime is midnight.

Bonnie Biteb

Sunday evening, Nov. 15, the
sanctuary of Holy Trinity Community
Church came alive with the sounds
of gospel music as the first of hope—
fully many concerts benefitting the
church‘s WeCare — AIDS Ministry
began.
Opening with "More Than Won—
derful" and closing with a fabulous,
tear—jerking rendition of "Amzing
Grace," there was hardly a moment
that was not heaven sent. Led by
strong performances by Jimmy
Hoard, Steve Morris and Joey Wil—
liams, the concert paused for five
standing ovations. Other talented per—
formers who lent their voices to this
fundraiser were Dean Beal, Reverend
Ethan Pruett, Ed Hammett and David
Maddox. The performance was en—
joyed by more than 125 people.
The We Care — AIDS Ministry is
available to serve anyone who is HIV
positive or as support for family and
friends of loved ones with HIV. For
more infromation on the ministry,
contact Tim Powell at 753—4487.
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lem," Chestnutt said.
"That‘s real hard to do, especially
in the South. People are prejudiced.
Basically rednecks don‘t listen to
most (people), but maybe they‘ll lis—
ten to me."
Noting the growing popularity of
country music and country dancing,
we asked him what he thought of a
dance floor full of Gay couples and _
Lesbian couples dancing to some of
his hits. "That‘s great. Country is re—
ally full of energy. I like to see people
have fun, ya know."
Can we expect Mark Chestnutt to
be involved in other AIDS benefits?
"I‘m sure we‘ll—come up with L—R: Country Music stars Mark Chestnutt, Kathy Mattea, and Skeet Davis
something. Maybe we can get some— lent their support to From All Walks of Life Nov. 6.
thing together —with more country
singers."
mind us that AIDS is a battle no one
"It‘s a good idea, but don‘t push
must ever fight alone."
it," Mattea said laughing at the idea
"I‘m sure all Tennesseans recog—
of holding it in the cold of November nize the importance of offering
again next year.
hope and comfort to those with
William Golden, formerly with AIDS and continuing to strive for a
the legendary Oak Ridge Boys, now cure for this disease. Maintaining
a solo artist, didn‘t perform, but did open lines of communication and
take the time out to participate in education are critical. Nashville is
the walk.
fortunate to have an organization
"I enjoy walking, period. If it‘s such as Nashville CARES to edu— —
for some cause, it‘s that much more cate and ensure the quality of care
enjoyable. I‘m concerned about the for those fighting AIDS," said Gov—
epidemic. I‘m walking because I ernor Ned McWherter.
thank God I have the health to
"Tennesseans have a long tradi—
walk," Golden said.
tion of reaching out to people who
Mayor Bredesen also took part are ill andin need," said Vice Presi—
in the walk. "From All Walks of dent—Elect Al Gore, Jr., "The From
Life is more than a fund—raiser. It is All Walks of Life benefit continues
a symbol of hope. Together you re— in that tradition of caring. Fighting

Country Stars Perform For
AIDS Walk Crowd
By Gary Boyce
TJN Nashville Correspondent
Country stars Kathy Mattea, Mark
Chestnutt, William Golden, and
Nashville Mayor Phil Bredesen came
out to support "From All Walks of
Life" and took time to talk with the
Triangle Journal.
Kathy Mattea was the headliner of
a free concert that followed the Walk
Nov. 5. "I‘ve lost several friends to
AIDS," Mattea said. "I‘ve gone
through some tough struggles with my
health this year whichreally made me
think about things."
Mattea had throat surgery early
this year to correct damaged vocal

cords which threatened to scar and
end her career. Asked if she had any—
thing to say to her Gay/Lesbian fans
concerning the AIDS crisis, she re—
plied, "I just think it‘s everybody‘s
fight. I want to try to get everyone
together."
f
When asked about her feelings
concerning the prejudice against Gays
and Lesbians, she said, "I feel that
walls are coming down more and
more each day, you know. People are
beginningto come around."
Mark Chestnutt also sang for the
crowd of walkers.
"What I‘d like to do as much as
everyone else here is to help folks
understand it‘s not just a problem of
Gay people; it‘s everybody‘s prob—

theAIDSepidemicshould
beatop
priority
in
thiscountry.
Ifwefailto
commit
our hearts
andwe willresources
now
to
fight
AIDS,
paybotha
fargreater
price
in
the
future,
in deaths
and infocusdollars.
"We
must
national atten—
tiononAIDStoencouragecompas—
sionandunderstanding,topromote
education,
andtospeakoutagainst
intolerance,"
Gore
continued.
The
walk
went
throughindustries
Music
Row
where
many
music
displayed red ribbons in the front
oftheirbusinesses.
Froman AllannualWalksofLifewill
be—
come
event.
The
amount
ofmoney
unavailableraisedfromtheeventwas
at press time.
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Beginnings, Metamorphoses, Endings
Good Yule, Happy Solstice,
Chanukah Tovah, Merry Christmas,
Happy Thanksgiving. Lovely Winter.
Now, did we get everybody?
Be careful, you might fall and
break your hip.
Oh, and by the way; if anyone ever
dreams that we are abrupt, brutally
frank, tacky or anything else but sen—
sitive, compassionate and refined in
our journalistic efforts, read Miss
Geraldine from Nashville! This
woman pulls no punches, above or
below the belt. She either has lots of
friends, no shame or Mafia connec—
tions. Or all of the above.
.
Pageant Recap
Miss J—Wag‘s—Raven
Miss Mess Memphis—Scottie
James
Miss Gay Memphis—Amber Starr
Essence of Memphis—Beverly
Drago
Miss Turnabout—Miss Shalawn
from St. Louis
Miss Southern States—Amika
Arlington
Benefit Thanks
Friends For Life: Dabbles‘ World
of Passion Telethon and Fashion Ex—
travaganza raised over $4,000 and the
Reflections cast raised nearly $300 on
October 25. Rumples, Jeff Bradshaw
andthe Queen‘s Men donated $200
from Miss Gay Memphis on October
. 29. Amber Starr, the new Miss Mem—
phis, has inquired about becoming a
volunteer for Friends For Life. The
HHH Hallowe‘en party took in over
$27,000. A wonderful surprise dona—
tion came from PMS (we didn‘t stut—
ter, girl) a quiet philanthropic group
which will reprise their summer en— .
tertainment at WKRB on December
6 to benefit a needy family this holi—
day season.
g
Aphrodite raised $1,600 for their
annual Holiday food baskets. Many
go to Friends For Life clients but other
names of needy individuals and fami—
lies may be sent to the club (see their
ad).
The Week That Was
Dec. 1—World AIDS Day com—
memoration at Memphis State begins
at 6:30, entertainment, activism and
candlelight memorial.
Dec. 2—The ElectricBlanket slide
show from Visual AIDS out of New
York. Premiere at Brooks Museum of
Art, installed at Delta Axis Gallery
during December. Also, three bands
(STILLLIFE, THE MARILYNS and
BURY THE BONE) will perform
beginning at 8 pm at Zinnie‘s Party
room to benefit Friends For Life. $5
cover, cash bar.
Dec. 3—Amnesia opens at 2866
Poplar, behind Ramsey‘s Florist, just
east of the overpass. No sign yet
(sound familiar?). Video room, con—
versation bar, enormous dance/show
~ room, lots of parking. Patio to come,
larger dance floor than Rumples.
Dec. 4—Contemporary Fiction—
Personal Ads/Artists‘ Responses ex—

hibition opens at Warehouse Studios,
6 PM. Opening benefits Friends For
Life, no one under 18 admitted.
Dec. 5—Arts and Crafts show and
sale at WKRB in Memphis from 9 to
4. Donation will be made to Friends
For Life. Showcase For Show House
show at Chaps at 10:30 goes toward
Living Rooms fundraiser for Adult
Special Care Clinic at the MED.
Dec. 6—Lady A.‘s 39th birthday
«reception MGLCC 4 to 10 pm, ben—
efits MGLCC and Switchboard. $1
and/or blank videocassette. Live mu—
sic, food, historic (and some unseen)
videos. Also PMS show at WKRB.
Dec. 7—Organizational
Meeting for the April
March
on
Washington,
7 pm Meet— —
ing Room
B, Main
Library.
D e c.
8—Lady A.
collapses
from exhaus—
tion.

Warm Fuzzy Department
Congratulations to Tim Andrews
whose "A Leap of Faith" art show got
such a good review in the Memphis
Flyer. A donation from that opening
went to Friends For Life.
Congratulations to Rick Bray who
is finally graduating from Memphis
State shortly. Naegele has been con—
tacted.>

day. Anyone wearing the same color
as the dance floor decorations gets a
free drink. WKRB has been nicely re—
furbished and sports some new art—
work. Congratulations to Gladys
Jeanne Bangswell (in absentia) for her
elevation to Honorary Memberof the
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite. "Now,
we‘re really and truly sisters!"
Hot Flash! The Apartment Club
will be featured in TheBest and Worst
ofMemphis at 8 pm on channel 5 on
Dec. 2 as the Best Cabaret in Mem—
phis. Get Down Guhl!
Yes, there are weekly events at the
MGLCC. No, they are not moving
any time soon. Yes, you
can still get lots of in—
formation there.
No, you may
no
longer
eA check out
videos. Yes
we are still
involved, no
we are not in
charge of any—
thing. Leave us
be!
Be sure and call
your favorite group or
club, it‘s that time of year, you
know.

Massage

Swedish *

by Dave

Sports

*

Shiatsu

— Licensed & Experienced ——
IN or OUT Calls

Final Round
To Mzrs. Moue—For—A—Living:
"Soon you‘ll leave me; off you will
go in the mists of day; never, never to
know...."
Poor Wand‘ring One: "I‘d be sur—
prisingly good for you...."

Dave Everitt

327—4513

(Peabody Hotel)

529—4161

Susan Taranto, MPS
Gay and Lesbian Issues

Individual and Group Therapy
Retreats and Workshops

Notions Department
Just in case you‘re wondering, yes,
Friends For Life can use every penny
which comes in. With in excess of300
clients and a significant outlay in as—
sistance and events (such as Feast For
Friends) every penny counts. Every—
one is welcome to visit (please call
first) at the new offices at 321 S.
Bellevue and see for themselves, The
agency also needsa new VCR and
two Colonial floor lamps for the wait—
ing room. Another answering ma—
chine for the AIDS Switchboard
would also be nice.
‘More of December
Miss Newcomer—Dec. 13—
Apartment Club.
R
Annual Community Pot Luck and
Holiday Dinner—Dec. 19—
MGLCC.
Bonnie Bitch—Dec. 19—Reflec—
tions.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus Concert—
Dec. 20—Calvary Episcopal.
Christmas Dinner—Dec. 25—
Pipeline
Christmas Breakfast & Dinner—
Dec. 25—the Hut
Mr. & Miss Bluff City—Dec.
27th—Apartment Club.
Etc. Department
The Pipeline is installing an ani—
mated Christmas Faerie Forest (see
for yourself, Esmerelda). Anyone
ever been in a leather forest? Ménage
has instituted Rainbow Night on Fri—

I have come to my parting and I
wish Friends For Lifeand everyone
there all success.

Spiritual Direction

Ta, ta.
_ Lady A.

"Hy,

901—323—2078

ouch

nimble,

Sliding Fee Scale

talented fingers."

—Wilberforce Humphreys
Grace Bros. Dept. Store

MID—TOWN

HAIR

Hairstyling 4 All of Us

1926 Madison at Tucker
David Jeffers
(901) 278—2199

(across from Huey‘s)
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
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Nashville Pride Committee

Two Events in Celebration

to Participate in MOW

of MCC‘s 20th Anniversary

The Nashville Lesbian, Gay
and Bisexual Pride Committee will
be participating in the 1993 March
on Washington for Lesbian, Gay,
and Bisexual Equal Rights and
Liberation on April 25, 1993.
The Pride Committee will be
offering buses to and from the
event as well as hotel accommo—
dations for reasonable rates
through Excursions, Inc.
People from Middle Tennessee
will be joined by one million oth—
ers in a march for civil rights which
will be the largest ever. The March
on Washington was called for by
many national organizations who
are dissatisfied with the way the
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual com—
munity has been treated by reli—
gious organizations; federal, state
and local governments; and cor—
porations and businesses of all
sizes.
>
While seven states and many
cities have adopted civil rights leg—
islation for their Lesbian and Gay
citizens, the community still has to
confront homophobia in situations
like the referendums recently pro—
posed in Oregon and Colorado and

On Thursday, Dec. 10 Rev. coming service in celebration of its
Delores Berry, a full—time evange— _ 20th anniversary. Services will be
list in the Universal Fellowship of held at 4:00 pm on Sunday after—
Metropolitan
Community noon. There will be a pot luck at
Churches will be visiting with us the church immediately following
at MCC Nashville. She is a the service. An 11:00 prayer and
preacher, gospel singer, and gen— praise communion service will be
eral praiser of God. Rev. Berry held. The regular 7:00 pm service
brings a vitality and spirit to her will not be held.
All those who have ever been
ministry and those places he vis—
its. The service will be at St. involved or wish to be involved in
Anne‘s Episcopal Church at the MCC Nashvilleare invited to at—
corner of 5th and Woodland at tend. Bring your thoughts and
7:00 pm. A love offering will be prayers with you as you worship
taken. All are welcome.
with us. If you desire more infor—
On Sunday, Dec. 13, MCC mation, call (615) 262—0922.
Nashville will hold a special home—
Submitted by MCC—Nashville

Ministry Rejects
Dayspring for

the continued harassing attacks
made by Sen. Jesse Helms.
The last marchon Washington
for Lesbian and Gay Rights was
held in 1987 and drew approxi—
mately 650,000 people but little
media coverage. However, it
served as the catalyst for the for—
mation of many local and national
organizations.
Events that are planned include
lobbying by the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force and the Hu—
man Rights Campaign Fund;
Broadway CARES/Equity Fights
AIDS,;the Gay, Lesbian, and Bi—
sexual Veterans of America; Gay
Men‘s Health Crisis; Parents and
Friends of Lesbians and Gays; the
National Organization for
Women; Queer Nation; the Work—
ers World Party; and the United
States StudentAssociation.
For more information on the
March, the history behind the
March, or Middle Tennessee‘s
participation in the march, contact
Tan Cabell at (615) 383—9287.
—Submitted by Nashville Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual Pride Committee

$300

We Need You to Help...
* fight discrimination against Persons With AIDS/HIV+
* fight for better health care
Call Now: 615/298—1704

Membership
After a year of contemplating
the issue and accepting donations
from them, the East Nashville Co—
operative Ministry has decided to
disallow the application of
Dayspring Christian Fellowship.
According to James R. Capps of
Dayspring, the action was taken
solely because Dayspring‘s mem—
bership is predominately homo—
sexual
Rev. Bob Jared of Inglewood
Church of the Nazarene spear—
headed the maneuver to block the
admission of Dayspring to
ENCMby threatening to resign as
president of the board. He also
stated that he would "recommend
that the Inglewood Church of the
Nazarene resign their membership
in ENCM. _
"I do not believe that this (ho—
mosexuality) is a doctrinal issue
about which we—can simply agree
to disagree, but that it strikes at the
_ very heart of what it means to be
Christian," Jared wrote.
In response, Dayspring de—
clined "to engage in non—produc—
tive argumentation" with ENCM‘s
leadership.
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By Miss Geraldine
The Old Tea Bag
Hey girls! We‘ve got lots to talk
about this month, so let‘s get started.
Halloween was one hell of an
event this year in Nashville. Along
with your favorite party spots we had
the addition of the "Masque—For—
AIDS" benefit/party. The
decorations were fantastic
and so was the crowd. Bless
each and every one of you
who attended for making it
the success it was and for
helping to make a differ—
ence in the lives of those
living with HIV and/or
AIDS. If you missed it, d o n‘ t
miss the next one. I understand the
next one will —be the same time as
Mardi Gras. Stay tuned to the Triangle
Journal for more information.
The Cabaret had a packed house
Halloween! A lady being attacked by
birds won first place which was a free
trip to the Bahamas. Honey, I‘ve got
a spare suitcase if you‘ll take me with
you. Have you seen that strip poker
machine they‘ve got in there? For real,
girl! You get to choose which man or
woman takes their clothes off. It
shows a real man that takes it all off!
I like to have never gotten away from
that machine!
Sesame Street Live was back in
Nashville at the Municipal Audito—
rium, and we hear a certain DJ from
the Warehouse 2 was happier to see
them than the rest of us. We won‘t
say who he was because we don‘t
want to embarrass Tony (Oops!). We
heard he was in the Jacuzzi at the
apartments where he lives eating the
Cookie Monster‘s cookies! Others say
it can‘t be true because he was cruis—
ing the mission that night. Still others
say he was seen doing both! I just
don‘t know about that DJ, whoever
he may be. Rumor has it that a cer—
tain drag queen knows all about Tony,
I mean that certain DJ, and how good
a cookie eater he is. They say she
named him Mr. Rim Master 1992! I
don‘t recall which drag queen they
were referring to. Speaking of Miss
Rita Ross, not that she had anything
to do with the above mentioned nor
would I say if she did, even if it was
her, because Miss Geraldine don‘t
spread no gossip. But you already
know that don‘t you darling. Some—
body just happened to mention her
name just now. (Yeah, right.)
Miss Rita is the host of Tuesday
night‘s Talent Contest which is draw—
ing all types ofsplendid talent for that
$100 prize. Nunu‘s been showing up
regularly and if you ain‘t heard her
yet, honey, you just ain‘t been
jammin‘. I‘m sure you know (the self—
proclaimed beautiful and sexy) —
Latasha Blair who performs there on
Monday nights. Well, she has this new
kind ofcheck, you see, called the con—
dom check. Yes, honey, 100% r—u—b—
b—e—r! Now it‘s not expected to help
stop the transmission of fluids, but it
sure as hell will stop a payment in a
heartbeat! Three words...b—ad stuff!

Elvis

So watch out if she comes bounding
your way to do her Christmas shop—
ping. Now we understand this might
not be completely true, so let‘s not tell
anybody — and remember you didn‘t
hear that from me.
Miss Geraldine also stopped by
Chez Collette on Halloween, and, I
don‘t care what you say,
those Lesbians know
[ how to party and have a
good time now! Oh, by
the way, Cat Woman was
there, and you wouldn‘t
believe how much weight
she‘s put on since her last
film, girl. I haven‘t been to
Chez Collette in quite awhile, and
it‘s like a whole new place. Of course,

That mother—(censored) must not have
known who I was. I was going to
Rock—His—World!
Mike‘s Place held its first "Hal—
loween From Hell Party" and it was a
festive one. The place was rocking all
night. Mike‘s is also the perfect place °
to stop in for an afternoon cocktail.
Whether it be to just relax after a hard
day or to meat, I mean meet, new
friends to converse with or whatever
else the two might decide to do, I‘m
sure you‘ll find Mike‘s Place the right
place to be. It‘s nice to go out for a
drink and be. able to talk with your
friends without having to scream over
the music and drunk queens.
Blu‘s Crazy Cowboy uses the logo
"We Care" and proves it every month
by having Cares Night on the 15th of
every month. When you buy a beer
on Cares Night, 50¢ goes to Nashville
Cares! Make sure you introduce your—

C
A group ofpartners at the Masque—For—AIDS benefit wondered ifanyone will
be out in drag this Halloween.
it is a new place, but is so much bet— self to Blu when you go in. He‘s re—
ter than the old. All that room to move ally one of a kind.
on the dance floor (if you get there
The Jungle had quite a celebration
early) and a friendly staff (and what a Halloween, too. You know a lot of
staff the bartender that night had) people have bad—mouthed the Jungle
made it a very enjoyable experience. saying its too rough a place, that they
Now, boys, you don‘t need to feel left went there once and there was a fight
out because boys party there, too. or they heard this or they heard that.
(Some damn fine ones I might add.)
Let me tell you, I‘ve been there sev—
Miss Geraldine also went to that eral times recently and that place has
Horror High Haunted House and was really turned around. We hear more
that fun. They had this part where you about robberies, stabbings, and fights
go through this hallway that gets a certain place more than anywhere
tighter and tighter and darker and else, but they‘re still getting good
darker. So I was just feeling my way crowds every weekend. People are
around and feeling my way around just being more careful than they had
till he turned around and slapped me.
continued on page 17
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INC.

615—833—2938
VHS
VCR AND CAMERA
RENTAL

3403 NOLENSVILLE RD.
NASHVILLE, TN 37211
615—8343—2938

Largest Selection of Gay & Lesbian
Titles in Nashville

—

You‘re Always Welcome at
VIDEO, INC.

Gay Phone Personals
Meet the boy next door in our local Tennessee

section. Or search the country for your type of
guy in one of our specialty categories of
"talking personals."
RIENDSHIP (non-dating)

KnlLlTARY/UNIFORMS
YOUNG/UNDER 25
PHONE FRIENDS _
INEXPERIENCED
BODYBUILDERS
RELATIONSHIPS
BLACK GUYS
TVS/X—DRESS __
MARRIED/BIF
WRESTLERS
COUPLES
LEATHER
LATINS
ASIANS
BEARS
HAIRY
HIV+
1—900—454—3325 $1.25/min.
Must be 18; Touch—tone Required:; PEI, PO. Box 19149, Wash DC 20036
"We Care"
(615) 269—5318
CRAZY
: we
cowBoyI # }
2311 Franklin Road — Nashville, Tennessee © 37204
December 15
NASHVILLE CARES NIGHT
Free Ham Dinner Christmas
CHECK OUR BOARD FOR
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Gay & Lesbian Films &
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HAIRSTYLES
Shampoo, Cut & Style $10
$1 off any service with coupon

—
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Gay
Switchboard
728—GAYS
7:30 — 11:00
Nightly
Information,
Counseling,
Referral
A Service of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center _
Space donatedasa
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World‘s Largest Adult Bookstore
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1993 March on Washington
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Chaps is proud to present a fundraiser for the "Living Rooms" project. This midtown home
renovation featuring

avant garde designs for living will open in March of 1993.

All proceeds from special events and home tours go to the
HIV/AIDS Adult Special Care Clinic at

&

Place: Chaps *

111

Date: December 5,
Time:

_

N. Claybrook
1992

10:30 P.M.

$3 Cover Charge & All Performers‘ Tips will benefit "Living Rooms"

Raffles

and

Come Help A

Lots

of

Fun

Great Cause!

Cast of Performers

Brgge Hefner — Err;cee
ite — 3 Special Guests
Fanfyec
*t
Granny Weaver
Lady Vic
Lorretta
f
Mattie Mae Sanchez
Mike Reed (Mr. LeatherTennessee)
'
Miss Jeff (Bear)
f
:
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Raven $2Miss J—Wags )
osa
Southern Country
Too Real
Thelma Lou
( And Weather Permitting )
— Billie Jo Casino
___ Lady Astor
Dixie

For Information Call 726—4767 —

Spilled Tea
continued from page 13
in the past. Remember, all that you
hear is not always true, so don‘t let
someone‘s gossip cheat you out of
having a good time.
Terry‘s not as dangerous as he
looks nor as dangerous as people say.
Just don‘t bend over to pick anything
up when he‘s close by. Speaking of
Terry, you wouldn‘t believe what that
man can do with candied yams in the
bedroom! Husband will be out of
town Thursday, and I‘ll be Krogering
for them yams come Wednesday. So
be ready Terry.
Somebody asked me, "Is that Club
Attitude over there?" pointing at the
Chute. I don‘t know why they might
have said that. You know Li‘l Joe
wasn‘t too happy about me noticing
her hair, but how could you not no—
tice that mess. She said Miss
Geraldine must be "...some old, fat ,
ugly bitch that don‘t have no hair to
do nothing with... Hell, it‘s hard to do
much with it with this receding hair—
line." I‘m telling you, girl, Unique
Hairstyles can help you with that
mess. Can you believe her, talking
about Miss Geraldine like that? Ya‘ll
be sure and go in the Chute and try to
make Joe feel her hair‘s not as bad as
it is.
Now if you take an interest in
country dancing, remember the Chute
has free dance lessons on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, and of course on
Wednesdays the Warehouse offers
free dance lessons.
We understand the Chute‘s secu—
rity guard purchased a cock ring. I‘ll
never know. I understand that it‘s a
sign of penis envy.
What is that awful smell that‘s al—
ways in the Loft? I guess that‘s where
you go if you want to get funky.
There were quite a few ways for
you to support Nashville CARES and
other PLWA funds throughout the last
month. With Masque—For—AIDS,
Blu‘s Cares Nights, AIDS Walk, and
the MissMelrose Pageant.
Now there was another benefit
planned at the Warehouse 2 by the
well—known Flawless. The event was
set for Tuesday, Nov. 3, Election Day.
It was titled, "The Clinton/Gore Vic—
tory Party — A PLWA Benefit by
Flawless." Miss Geraldine arrived
there about 11:30 p.m. and was glad
to see approximately 150 others there
ready to celebrate Clinton‘s victory
and support PLWAs.
One problem ...no Flawless. When
she was called to find out why she
wasn‘t there, she said she didn‘t feel
like going out that night. Now this is
an event she asked the Warehouse if
_ she could hold there. Yet after the
Warehouse advertised it and newspa—
pers publicized it, she says she doesn‘t
feel like it! Well, she ended up going
over there just to walk in, look around
and say there weren‘t enough people
there to have it. This coming from
someone who always says every dol—
lar counts. I think the 150 or so people
who were there were ready to make
their dollars count. With the excite
ment of the crowd after seeing its can—
didate win, I‘m sure they would have

been more than generous with their
contributions.
Shame! Shame! Shame! On you,
girl! It sounds like she let the popu—
larity she gained from such benefits
go to her head. She was overheard
the Saturday prior to the event saying
if Ted wanted a celebrity, he was go—
ing to have to pay her for it, yet didn‘t
ask him to do so. Flawless, girl, I
thought it was a PLWA benefit you
wanted to have, not a Flawless ben—
efit! I hope she wasn‘t trying to hide
behind the benefit name to make her—

NOW

AVAILABLE

1411 POPLAR AVE.
MEMPHIS, TN
(901) 272—7827

Open 7 Days a Week
11

AM — 11

PM

WHOOP! GOLDBERG
SISTER

Stripper Josh tastes some drag tit as
he accepts a tip.
self some money. Maybe she just
burned out on helping those in need.
Remember, the Conductors will
have their Care Bears out again at
local Gay businesses. So pick a bear
and purchase the gift listed on the
back. There will also be food boxes
available for your canned food dona—
tions. So stop at Kroger on the way to
the bars.
Now I can‘t forget to tell you about
the Gaslight. When I went there on
Halloween I saw this lady in a fish
mask with a fishnet wrapped around
her and a sign that said "FRESH
FISH—CATCH OF THE DAY." I
think I‘ll leave that one alone.
Another lady was on the piano
singing "Don‘t Let the Sun Go Down
on Me." I had to stick around for that
one. It‘s one of my favorites.
Now that reminds me of some—
thing else...
When Hot Rodz Male Review re—
turned to the Warehouse last month,
Josh (the Michael Bolten look—alike)
opened the show with that same song.
It‘s not often that I enjoy someone
else‘s version of a song other than the
original artist, but this was definitely
an exception. I would purchase an al—
bum from this man in a heartbeat.
Maybe he‘ll record one for us.
You know Spritz (the one who
looks like Vanilla Ice) is working on
putting an albumtogether. He plans
on being the first Gay white rap art—
ist, so get ready for it. We‘re scared
of him!
I‘ll tell you, from this girl‘s view,
Josh has the biggest piete of meat of
any stripper that‘s been to Nashville.
Never have I enjoyed a male review
as much as I‘ve enjoyed Hot Rodz.
Now if any of you clubs in Mem—
phis or Little Rock would like to en—
joy the excitement that we have had

WIGS MISC
I

MMMIWEMMWK PARTNERS 1 1SCOTT RUBB
anEMILE AEBOLIEOrow WHllllPl
GOLDBERG ‘SCTE ACT
tat
LSJ accu Loom es ta
MADE SMITH
NOTE m»WWBGDVICH
MARG SHAMAN *%# ICHARD HALSEY. ACE ronghan
wam SCOTT AUDN #"JOSEPH HOWARO =?TEA SCHWARTZ *% EMILE AROOLC
OTouchslone Pictures

ToucHstont
HOME VIDEO

the privilege to enjoy, you can write

watching someone else do it. That

AIDS organizations. Keep your

to Hot Rodz Male Review, 363

way I don‘t forget what to do should

money in the family in ©93.

Berkley Road, Columbus, Ohio

the opportunity arise.

43205, or call Josh at (614) 252—2965

SP is known for their great Christ—

Now if you would like your bar or
business‘s events listed here or if you

mas cards. The selection this year is

have some juicy gossip, be sure to

Elvis was spotted shoppin‘ at

even better than ever. Be sure to re—

write me at: Spilled Tea, 3411 Mays,

Screamin‘ Pink last month. He was

member them when you go to do your

Nashville, TN 37211, or call (615)

kind enough not to sing for us.

Christmas shopping.

333—0378. We welcome your com—

or (614) 253—3213.

I just love it when they runthose

Well, It‘s been fun girls. Yall

specials on movies—they had them

don‘t get too full come New Year‘s

Till next month, See Ya Sistah!

on sale—buy one, get one free. Nove

now. Let‘s all make a New Year‘s

Miss Geraldine

watching those films. If figure if you

resolution to try and do a little bit more

can‘t get it, I might as well enjoy

to help our local Gay/Lesbian and

ments, gripes, or complaints.
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Ave Atque Vale
Hail & Farewell
By Vance Reger
TJN Leather Correspondent
I would like to begin by hoping
that all of what our future presi—
dent promised us will come to
pass. Much of what he said
sounded timely and appropriate,
but time will tell. Meanwhile, there
is much to do.
The most important is the up—
coming March on Washington on
April 25. Those of us working on
the leather contingent are aiming
to get 100,000 of our persuasion
‘to attend and the hoped—for Gay
population of one million. I
strongly advise those planning on
going to make your arrangements
as soon as possible. Accommoda—
tions will be sparse at best, and
hotels are already being booked.
Some kind of representation from
this area should be at work. I sug—
gest that anyone interested in go—
ing to the March attend the Mem—
phis organizational meeting at the
library on Dec. 7. It will be held at
7:00 pm in Meeting Room B.
I attended the last three big
leather events as a contestant at
International Mr. Leather, as an
announcer for International Mr.
Drummer, and as co—director of
Living in Leather VII. While at—
tending these gatherings, I came
to realize my needtor the company
of people who are as interested in
this particular preference. (Leather
does transcend sex in many ways.)
Wherever I went, I was welcomed
as part of a kind of family. With
little discussion or comment, I was
accepted unconditionally in com—
munities I had never previously
visited. Family values indeed; our
people have been practicing this
concept for decades.
Through some very hard work
and a mountain of expense and
time, I seem to have attained some
position of responsibility in our
national leather scene. With the
help and guidance of my leather
family, perhaps we can achieve
some positive change in national
opinion and the status of our basic
human rights. This would not have
been possible without my starting
to "get involved" by entering the
first Mr. Leather Tennessee con—
test, and I am most thankful for
that.
I have lived in Memphis eight
years, and have witnessed a tran—
sition not only here, but also in the
basic Gay community worldwide
in conjunction with what is hap—
pening to society in general. I hope
that someday this part of the coun—
try: will realize just how valuable
18—The Triangle Journal News — December 1992

it can be to participate with the rest
of the nation in its development—
that its pride in its isolationism
withers, and it begins to grow in
conjunction with progress; that it —
may learn sexual preference is but
a fraction of what makes up a total
human being; and that any human
being is a precious commodity to
a community, especially a human
being who wants to help it grow.
A warning to us all: Four anti—
Gay propositions were on ballots
this year. Two were defeated. Two
were not. In the state of Colorado,
no measure specifically extending
civil rights in any way to homo—
sexuals may be enacted. In this
country, American citizens voted
in favor of state—supported preju—
dice and Gay people all over will
suffer because of this encouraged
bigotry. These propositions may
surface again, and be passed for
two reasons: fear of the uncommon
and general indifference. Beware
ofboth ofthese feelings when your
help is asked. Interest is growing
in our nation to eliminate the rights
of people who would be different.
I have experienced this bigotry by
my own Gay brothers and sisters
because they do not approve of
something I do occasionally and
wear more often... even here in this.
city.
I would like to thank all those
who have regularly read this col—
umn, those who have expressed
kind words and support, this pa—
per for allowing me the space and
opportunity to share my travels and
thoughts, and my editor, Vincent
Astor, the one person I could trust
with my words. .

I do hope with all my heart that
this community learns to become
one, and that its complacency and
indifference gives way to true lov—
ing and hospitable energies.
Some are driven away by an—
gry mobs and harsh words. Some
are driven away by silence.

But this is a bitter substitute.
It is not man‘s place to judge.
Each person will judge themselves
more harshly than any other.

This is my final column. Please
stay well and be safe, sane and
consenual when you play.
One last thought:
The power of love is great with
all men, but the power of hate can
surely fill the heart in the disguise
of purpose and retribution.

Dec. 5, 1992 9:00 — 4:00
at WKRB
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e Benefits from
Employees Stand to Los
Self—Insured Companies
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — Un— terrible situation.
"The Supreme Court has essen—
like businesses that contract with
self—insurers can do
health insurance companies to pro— tially said that
whatever
they
want,"
said Roof, ex—
sev—
s,
vide employee medical benefit
Carolina Fair
South
of
director
ecutive
larger
na‘s
Caroli
— eral of South
group
advocacy
consumer
a
Share,
employers develop their own benefits
specializing
in
health
issues.
package.
"I think it is as un—American as you
They divert in—house funds to a
get," said Bill Edens, executive
can
from
health care pool and pay claims
of Palmetto AIDS Life Sup—
director
man—
state
no
are
there
But
pool.
that
"Here these people
Services.
port
dates to govern these self—insured
taxes and they pay
pay
they
work,
or
alter
can
they
g
businesses, meanin
thinking
adjust the amount of coverage they their benefits premiums
they‘re
suddenly,
and
secure,
theyre
cover
to
not
pay. Or they can choose
cut loose and left to go on the public
an illness altogether.
In Houston, a company slashed an dole."
But some business leaders say the
~ AIDS patient‘s benefits from $1 mil—
Houston case points to the problems
tion to $5,000.
not
And like the AIDS patient, whose in the entire health care system,
appeal was denied Nov. 9 by the U.S. just self—insured companies.
"It‘s not a perfect plan by any
Supreme Court, other employees are
means,
but it‘s worked well for a long
_
they
when
ge
covera
losing
at risk of
president of
need it most, The [Columbia] State time," said Jeff Jeffcoat,
Federa—
Retailers
Carolina
South
the
reported.
in a self—in—
"It‘s a scary prospect for any em— tion. "If an employee is
safe there as
ployee," said Susanne Murphy, sured system, theyre as
anywhere
else.":
f
State
the
of
ioner
commiss
deputy
In South Caroling,several employ— .
Department of Insurance. "But again,
including .
it underscores the need for a national, ers believe in the concept,
‘govern—
comprehensive, realistic, adequate the largest employerfst'ate
health care plan."
John Roof, an advocate for a na—
tionalized health care plan, said it‘s a

Square D Co.
"When you‘re self—insured, you
control your own funds," said Donna
Thorne, spokeswoman for Blue
Cross/Blue Shield of South Carolina.
"From a business standpoint, it‘s a
smart way to save money. You‘re not
paying someone else to assume the risk."
And, since a federal act in 1974
allowed companies to become self—in—
sured, it has been widely popular.

ment. Other companies who are self—
insured include Blue Cross/Blue —
Shield of South'Carolina and the

"We‘ve had our plan in place for
several years," said Chip Durant,
Square D‘s manager of human re—
sources, "and I think we provide an
excellent level of benefits for our em—
ployees."
The company‘s benefits package
comes up for review in 1995.
Unlike insurance companies that
answer to the state commissioner, self—
insured businesses answer only to fed—
eral guidelines. There are no federal
guidelines that clearly address whether

Dance

employers are required to be nondis—
criminatory in their coverage.
Some lawyers say the federal
Americans with Disabilities Act may
help protect employees. The act, which
went into effect this year, forbids com—
panies from discriminating against dis—
abled employees. It‘s unclear if that
protection extends to medical benefits.
"Currently, there is nothing to pre—
vent this from happening again,"
Murphy said.

S
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AIDS May be Treated by

* |
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‘Molecular Knife‘
By Lee Siegel
AP Science Writer

LA JOLLA, Calif. (AP) — Scien—
tists have developed a promising new
weapon against AIDS and other dis—
eases: a "molecular knife" that slices
up the genetic information viruses
need to reproduce and spread through
~—
the body.
So far, it has been used only in labo—
ratory experiments on human cells.
It will be tested for safety on AIDS
patients within a year, and later tests
will determine if it can slow or halt
the disease, Dr. Flossie Wong—Staal
of the University ofCalifornia at San
Diego said Nov. 10.
* _If it works in patients as well as it
did in the lab, it could become avail—
able as an AIDS treatment in several
years, said JohnBurke, a biochemist
at the University of Vermont in
Burlington.
"What‘s particularly exciting is
that if it will work for HIV, it will
work for any virus you‘re interested
in," including herpes and hepatitis, he
said.
Burke said the molecular knife has
far more potential than a lot of other
anti—AIDS agents because it can be
modified to attack many strains ofthe
virus, a rapidly mutating target that
has been difficultto fight.
Wong—Staal, who rose to promi—
nence as an AIDS researcher during
her tenure at the National Cancer In—
stitute, outlined her research at a con—
20—The Triangle Journal News — December 1992.

ference for science writers.
The research, conducted with
Northern Illinois University‘s Dr.
Arthur Hampel, will be published
Nov. 8 in the Proceedings ofthe Na—
tional Academy ofSciences. =
The molecular knife is called a —
hairpin ribozyme because it is a hair—
pin—shaped enzyme made of ribo—
nucleic acid, or RNA. RNA serves as
a genetic blueprint that helps viruses
like AIDS reproduce.
Wong—Staal and her colleagues
obtained the hairpin ribozyme from a — |
plant virus, then used chemical reac—
tions to make it recognize RNAin the
AIDS virus, latch onto it and slice it.
That makes it useful for short—circuit—
ing the virus‘ ability to reproduce.
The researchers applied the en—
zyme knife to AIDS—infected white
blood cells grown in test tubes. As a
result, the virus made only 10% to
30% as many copies of itself as it
normally would have done.
"It‘s a new technology which
could potentially be very powerful,
but it needs a lot of refinement," —
Wong—Staal said. "We‘re working on
it and are very excited about the pos—
x53:
sibilities."
‘The major obstacle to use of the
molecular knife is the need to find an
effective way to deliver it to AIDS— _
infected cells in patients.
One possibility is to put the genethat
makes the enzyme into harmless viruses,
possibly a deactivated AIDS virus,
Wong—Staal said. Such viruses would
infect and protect the same blood cells
attacked by theactive AIDS virus.
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"One of the funniest shows I‘ve ever seen!"

PUDGY — T.V. & CASINO ENTERTAINER

"The best show to come around in over 10 years!"

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

"Live Animals, Magic, Puppets, Comedy...."
..... This is a GREAT change from "strippers"
and "lip sync fashion shows."
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

"I laughed so hard my cheeks STILL hurt!"
WASHINGTON, D.C.
"Bonnie Bitch & C.C. Rae are "DYNAMITE" together,
one "GIGGLE EXPLOSION" after another!"
MADISON, WISCONSIN

The Longest Running National

Tour

eon ramen

Of It‘s Kind In The USA!
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Successful First Step
By A.J. Hostetler
Associated Press Writer

Feinberg of Johns Hopkins Univer—
sity, who helped set up the first fed—
erally sponsored clinical trials of
AZT. "AZT turned the world upside
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — AZT is down and rewrote the rules of how
not the miracle AIDS patients had we would proceed."
once hoped for, but in the last five
Still, some say it‘s time to move
years, the drug has become a main— on to developing other treatments.
stay in treating HIV, researchers said.
AZT "works some of the time for
AZT changed the AIDS land— some of the people,"said David Gold
scape, giving scientists their first hope of the Gay Men‘s Health Crisis. "It is
that the disease could be treated. But not the compound that has made HIV
it cannot singlehandedly combat the infection a chronic, manageable dis—
virus, said the authors of a retrospec— ease, and that‘s a great disappoint—
tive look at AZT in the Annals ofIn— ment."
ternal Medicine.
Attention should focus on drugs
"There was always the hope that that work differently against the vi—
it could silence the virus," said co— rus and boost the immune system,
author Dr. Gavin McLeod of the New Gold said.
England Deaconess Hospital. "But
Stanford University‘s Dr. Thomas
in reality, knowing that it did not in— Merigan, who investigates AZT alter—
hibit the virus 100%, we‘re not sur— natives, agreed that HIV needs new
prised it didn‘t."
types of intervention. But, he added,
But AZT, scientists recently re— researchers and patients should not
ported, may also delay the onset of abandon AZT.
AIDS in people infected with HIV but
It will not be as easy to develop as
without symptoms of AIDS.
successful a new generation of AIDS
AZT, or zidovudine, is one of only therapies, Feinberg said.
three HIV antiviral drugs approved by
"Until there are several drugs with
the Food and Drug Administration. several different actions, AZT will
The other two are known as ddC and — continue to be essential. New drugs
ddI; ddC is used in combination with will have to be blockbusters to eclipse
AZT, while ddI is given when the AZT," she said:
patient can no longer tolerate AZT. _
In the Annals‘ review, McLeod
The first hints of AZT‘s ability to —and co—author Dr. Scott Hammer said
fight the AIDS virus came in 1985. that the quick FDAapproval of AZT
from its makers at Burroughs" enabled doctors toYearn much about
Wellcome Co.
. AZT once it was in use.
Two years later, after researchers
The main lesson learned was that
showed it could prolong the lives of the drug‘s side effects—nausea, muscle
AIDS patients, AZT became the first pain and anemia — are less frequent at
drug to win federal approval to treat the lower doses now used, and that those
the virus.
problems can be overcome. _
"To know that eight years later that
"Although much has been learned
there are people alive that otherwise ... during the past five years, many
wouldn‘t be is a very positive experi—. areas of promise and uncertainty re——
ence," said Dr. Sandra Nusinoff— main that need to be further explored," —
Lehrman, one of the Burroughs they said. "We hope to move well _
Wellcome scientists who developed beyond this first but important stepin_—
AZT. "It substantially changed the the treatment of HIV-Infected persons
course of the disease."
in the next five years."
In 1987, Dr. Margaret Fisch] and
AZT had worldwide sales of $315
colleagues at the University of Miami million in the fiscal year that ended
showed the effectiveness of AZT.
Aug. 31, 1991, the last figures avail—
"We were so lucky to find that able, sald company spokeswoman
early success," said Dr. Judith Sharon Bickus.
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Treatment on
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Researchers said they are testing an
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ment is working.
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Conduct New AIDS
a foundation spokesman, said Nov.
Humans
Medical Research Foundation has 11.He said the announcement was
been conducting the Viagene Inc.
d so the foundation could se—
treatment, called gene—transfer delaye
lect
its
own patients and not be inun—
therapy, on AIDS patients over the dated with
from volunteers.
calls
last four months, officials said.
"It
was
inappro
priate to make an
Thetestsoccurred in Los Angeles announcementearlierand
get a lotof
and in Orange County, Rob Wilcox,
continuedd onpage27

Private Researcers

AZT five Years Later:

(615) 298—1115 _
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Colorado Gay Rights
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) — The
city of Boulder has joined several
other groups in a statewide effort to
protest an anti—Gay rights amendment
that was passed by Colorado voters
in the Nov. 3 general election.
The Boulder City Council voted
unanimously Nov. 10 tojoin with liti—
gation to challenge the constitution—
ality of Amendment 2.
Amendment 2, which was passed
by voters statewide but was opposed
by Boulder voters by a 3—1 margin,
bars any government entity from pass—
ing laws prohibiting discrimination
based on sexual preference. It also
repealed such laws on the books in
~ Denver, Boulder, and Aspen.
The unified lawsuit to challenge
the measure now includes Boulder,
Aspen, Denver and ten individuals
including tennis star Martina
Navratilova.
The council also supported Mayor
Leslie Durgin joining the lawsuitin
an official capacity if Denver Mayor
Wellington Webb does the same.
City attorney Joe de Raismes
stressed that the legal battle will be a
tough one, but that "we have a fair
_
case to present in court."
The lawsuit charges that Amend—
ment 2 violates the equal protection
clause of the U.S. Constitution‘s 14th
Amendment, violates the rights offree
expression and association of homo—
sexuals, usurps the powers of home—
rule cities, and requires the state to
recognize and promote a particular
religious belief.
The lawsuit also asks for a prelimi—
nary injunction that would allow the
city to enforce its ordinance protect—
ing, Gays, Lesbians and bisexuals
from discrimination while the case is
pending.
"I was horrified, saddened and
shocked," Colorado voters passed
Amendment 2, Boulder Mayor Leslie
Durgin said.
She said Boulder officials have
fielded more than 1,000 calls support—
ing city participation in the suit. Some
people cited cost as a reason not to
join.
But de Raismes said the city‘s par—
ticipation in the suit can most likely
be handled within the city attorney‘s
budget. He said "out of pocket costs"
would likely not exceed $5,000 —
depending on how far the case goes
in the justice system.
Durgin said Amendment 2 won‘t
supersede a 1987 Boulder ordinance
that prohibits discrimination against
the city‘s Gays and Lesbians.
"We remain firm, and very strong
in that there is no discrimination in
this city based on sexual orientation,"
she said.
Meanwhile, protesters have gath—
ered speed across Colorado as groups
plan rallies and examine ways to chal—
lenge the new law.
The Aspen City Council on Nov.
9 passed a resolution denouncing
Amendment 2 and reaffirmed its com—
mitment to human rights for all
people, said City Attorney Jed
Caswell.
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Other Colorado groups also are
studying ways to oppose the amend—
ment.
—
At a Fort Collins rally, Gay rights
supporters at Golorado State Univer—
sity pledged to protest Amendment 2
every week until the anti—Gay rights
measure is repealed.
Students also said they would rally
Nov. 8 in Colorado Springs, home
base of Colorado for Family Values,
the group that sponsored the amend—
ment.
"We are not here to hate. We are
here because we have been hated,"
Ravenna Windwalker, a Navajo stu— —
dent, told a CSU crowd Nov. 9.
Windwalker said many people
were misled by the wording of the
amendment. _
§
One sign in the crowd said, "Did
You Have a Clue When You Voted
Two?"
The crowd listened to speeches by
Janet Duvail, Jim Disney and Repub—
lican John Knezovich and heard state—
ments from Senator—elect Ben
Nighthorse Campbell and CSU presi—
dent Albert Yates.
Yates promised to enforce the anti—
discrimination clause in CSU‘s by—
laws even though the amendment
makes such clauses illegal.
.
In his statement, Campbell said,
"We will use every avenue — the—
courts, legislatures, city councils, state
and federal government — ®» undo
this wrong.... Discrimination is
wrong. Discrimination wicked."
Fa
sed to urge
Gay act Sts pIC
nationwide boycotts of Colorado,
where tourism is one of the state‘s top
industries. A Gay and Lesbian physi—
cians‘ group announced Nov. 11 it
will move its convention next August
from Denver to another site.
Gay writer Armistead Maupin is
the latest activist to cancel an appear—
ance in the state.
He was scheduled to read from his
new novel, Maybethe Moon (Harper
Collins, $22) at the Tattered Cover
Book Store in Denver. But he says he
is boycotting Colorado in protest of
the passage of Amendment 2.
Maupin said, "Clearly, by codify—
ing bigotry as they do with this
amendment, Colorado has become
the South Africa of the U.S. for Gays.
I want to protest that."
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Oregon A
erties lawyer who argued Merrick‘s
By Charles E. Beggs
nancial aid office.
Associated Press Writer
Measure 8 said state officials could case, said the ruling is a milestone inter—
not "forbid the taking of any personnel pretation of the state constitution.
"It is the first time the appeals court
SALEM, Ore. (AP) — A court‘s action against any state employee based
reversal of an anti—Gay rights ballot on the sexual orientation of such em— specifically recognized fundamental
rights of Gay and Lesbian persons un—
measure approved by Oregon voters in
ployee."
1988 shows the need for broader anti—
The appeals court said that violates der the constitution," he said.
Phillip Ramsdell, political director of
Gay measures, sponsors ofthe proposal the Oregon Constitution, which clearly
say.
protects free and open expression about the OCA, said the court‘s action under—
scores the need for a constitutional
The initiative, Measure 8, was over— sexual orientation.
turned by the Oregon Court of Appeals
"A statute that establishes a content— amendment to declare homosexuality
on Nov. 12 on free speech grounds.
based restriction on the free expression abnormal and to forbid government
The measure had nullfied an execu— rights of public employees cannot be from promoting it.
Ramsdell said the court decision
tive order that prohibited the state ex— sustained," the court said in an opinion
would give the OCA "a tremendous
ecutive branch from discriminating by Judge John Buttler.
because of sexual orientation.
"Not only does the statute discour— amount of momentum" as it moves to—
Former Gov. Neil Goldschmidt had
age state employees from telling others ward filing a new initiative.
Goldschmidt said Measure 9 had
signed the order in 1987. _
their sexual orientation, it also discour—
generated fear of discrimination in the
A three—judge panel unanimously ages them from becoming involved in
said the initiative violated rights offree groups advocating Gay and Lesbian homosexual community. He said the
measure had created a rift in the state
speech and expression in the state con— rights, a constitutionally protected ac—
stitution.
tivity, because such involvement might that needs to be healed. "We have to
The lawyer who argued for overturn— expose them to adverse personnel ac— find a way for people to have these
deeply held beliefs and to understand
ing the measure said the decision is a tion," Buttler said.
benchmark in Oregon constitutional
"The statute‘s practical effect is to that in holding them and believing them
law. A spokesman for the Oregon Citi— chill speech and other expression and they can‘t scare the hell out of every—
zens Alliance, which sponsored the to severely limit open communication body else," Goldschmidt said. "We have
to see if we can find another way."
measure, said the ruling is a good rea— by state employees."
son to renew efforts to pass a sweeping
Charles Hinkle, a Portland civil lib—
anti—Gay initiative.
The OCA sponsored Measure 9, a
proposed constitutional amendment
defeated by voters Nov. 3. It would have
A Christmas Ritual
prohibited government from facilitating
or promoting homosexuality and re—
for Lesbians:
_
quired schools to teach against it.
Marla Rae, spokeswoman for Attor—
ney General Charles Crookham, said it
hadn‘t been decided whether to appeal
he ruling to the Oregon Supreme Court.
fillllednesday Asa see
The decision will free state agencies
dis—
employment
against
to adopt rules
6—7:30 p.m. — Fee: $5..
crimination based on sexual orientation.
The court specifically. upheld such
rules that were adopted by the state
Board of Higher Education after
Facilitated by
Goldschmidt issued his order.
Susan Taranto, MPS Carol Schilicksup, MA
The lawsuit was brought on behalf
For more information, call 323—2078 ._
of Harriet Merrick of Eugene, a Lesbian
who works in the higher education fi—

If you know anyone who needs a basket ffood and paper goods on
Christmas, let us know. Just give the name and address dthe recipient
along with your name and phone number to any Aphrodite member
or mail to:
;
Aphrodite Baskets — P.O. Box 41888
DON‘T MISS

Memphis, TN 38174

Effort to Oust Gay Sailor
Hits Procedural Snag
By Jeff Meyer
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —A Navy
effort to oust a Gay sailor who was
reinstated last week under court or—
der hit a procedural snag.
U.S. District Judge Terry J. Hat—
ter Jr. told government lawyers Nov.
16 that since they had already ap—
pealed his reinstatement order to the
9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeal in
San Francisco, he no longer had ju—
risdiction in the case.
Government lawyers said they
would drop the appeal. Hatter went
ahead and heard arguments on the
case so that he could make a ruling if
the higher court dismisses the
government‘s appeal.
The Navy is seeking to overturn
Hatter‘s temporary order reinstating
30—year—old Petty Officer Keith
Meinhold. The 12—year Navy veteran
was given an honorable discharge in
August after disclosing on national
television that he is Gay, but he was
ordered returned to his old job pend—
ing the outcome of his lawsuit chal—
lenging the Pentagon‘s ban on
homosexuals.
Meinhold returned to duty Thurs—
day as a sonar technician for P—3 sub—
marine hunters at Moffett Naval Air

Station in Mountain View.
‘Government attorney David Glass
argued Nov. 16 that Meinhold‘s at—
torneys failed to prove that his dis—
charge could cause immediate harm
requiring reinstatement.
Glass also said Meinhold had not
exhausted his options at the adminis—
trative hearing level as the law re—
quires.
Meinhold‘s attorney, Harry
Melkonian, said that the discharge did
harm his career and that the sailor is
receiving job training.
"The fact that Meinhold‘s short
absence from active duty requires him
to undergo such extensive retraining
isstrong ... evidence of the urgency
of this injunction," Melkonian said.
Glass caused a stir when he said
Meinhold had "made a pass" at an—
other sailor. He did not elaborate.
"That was just a desperate state—
ment," Melkonian said. "It sounds
like the government is trying to do a
little character assassination on the
guy, and that‘s inappropriate."
The military has banned homo—
sexuals for a half—century. The Pen—
tagon contends that homosexuals
could undermine discipline and mo—
rale. The ban has led to the dismissal
of an average of 1,500 military per—
sonnel a year.
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YOU THINK WE‘RE OUT IN THE COUNTRY
BUT, WERE NOT PROVINCIAL!
WE HAVE WHAT YOU WANT
YES! The same low prices as the big stores——GUARANTEED
YES! The same huge selection—GUARANTEED
YES! The same major credit cards AND American Express—GUARANTEED
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attention and service you deserve!
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Gay Flier Counting on Clinton

D.J. =Lee Hill
Thursday through Sunday

to End Ban on Gays
VIRGINIA BEACH (AP) — A
Navy flier who is challenging the
service‘s ban on homosexuals says
he‘s confident that President—elect
Clinton will follow through on his
promise to end the policy.
"I hope it comes as soon as pos—
sible," said Lt. j.g. Tracy Thorne, who
was recommended for discharge by
an administrative board last summer
because he is Gay. "In a selfish way,
it‘s my future."
._
Thorne used to fly in the cockpit
of an A—6 Intruder from the Oceana
Naval Air Station. Now, the highly
trained bombardier—navigator works
as a game warden at the base while
his case is under review by the Navy
Bureau of Personnel.
A federal judge‘s order for the
Navy to reinstate a Gay sailor in a
California case earlier this week is a
sign that the homosexual ban is crum—
bling, Thorne said.
"There‘s no doubt in my mind that
the end is coming," he said. "It‘s just
a matter of time. Discrimination is not
tolerated in this country and it‘s not
going to be tolerated in the Navy ei—
ther."
Like Keith Meinhold, the sailor
in the California case, Thorne went
on national television to announce
he is Gay. The 25—year—old son of a
Florida surgeon, Thorne hasn‘t been
allowed to fly with his squadron
since then.
"It‘s frustrating,sitting through.
this and not knowing where I‘m go—

ing," Thorne said. "It‘s frustrating
to know there‘s a commander—in—
chief waiting in the wings to strike
this down."
But Thorne defends his decision
to go public and said he wants to
fly again.
"I have tried to walk a very thin
line between standing up for some— _.
thing I very strongly believe in and
my allegiance to the United States
Navy and my friends," he said.
"My hope is I can help the Navy
work its way through what is going
to be a difficult time," he said.
"Let‘s hope that the whole country
can come out of this better off than
it was."

Wednesday Night — Movie Night (No cover)
Friday Night — Ménage Color
Dance floor is decorated with a different color each week —
Wear that color and get your first drink free!
Sunday Night — Rocky Horror Night (No cover)

HAPPY HOUR 5—7 Daily —
Special Entertainment — Sunday, Dec. 13
WATCH FOR DETAILS

Sailor Discharged After
Announcing He‘s Gay
BREMERTON, Wash. (AP) —A armed forces. An administrative
21—year—old enlisted man has become board hearing has been scheduled for
the second sailor at the Naval Sub— next month to discharge Seltzer.
"I do not want to leave the Navy," _
marine Base Bangor in recent weeks
to face discharge from the military he said. "It has been everything to me.
I‘d like to stay in and serve my coun—
after announcing he is Gay. ~
Seaman Apprentice Frederick W.
Seltzer Jr., a journalist at the base‘s
public affairs office, told Navy offi—
cials this week that he is homosexual.
~~U.S. military policyforbids Gay
men and Lesbians from serving in the
try.”
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Lambda Men‘s Chorals To
Perform Christmas Concert
The Memphis Lambda Men‘s
Chorus will perform in concert at
Calvary Episcopal Church in down—
town MemphisonSundayafternoon,
Dec.20at3:00pm.Theconcert,titled
"LaFétedeNoél"willfeatureChrist—
mas choral selections from several
lands and cultures. Included in the
concert will be 16 choral selections,
someofwhicharetraditional English
carols, such as "We Wish You a
Merry Christmas,"whileothershave
French,

Latin, German, and even
Ukranian origins.
Admission to "La Féte de Noél"
is $5 and tickets may be purchased

from any Lambda Men‘s Chorus
member or at Meristem. Tickets will
also be available at the door. Calvary
Episcopal is located at 102 North Sec—
ond Street in downtown Memphis; the
concert will be in their Great Hall.
Following the concert, the men ofthe
chorus will hold a recpetion for those
in attendance in the church Fellow—
ship Hall.
Among the Christmas choral mu—
sic which director Don Griesheimer
has selected for "La Féte de Noél"
are Handel‘s "Hallelujah Chorus"
(from The Messiah), Franz Biebl‘s
"Ave Maria," and three arrangements

by composer Mark Reise for the New
York City Gay Men‘s Chorus, "What
‘Child is This?," "Noél Nouvelet," and
"I Saw Three Ships".
In addition, there will be a num—
ber of familiar Christmas favorites,
such as "O Come, All Ye Faithful,"
"Silent Night," and "Angels We Have
Heard on High," which will round out
the one—hour program.
— The Memphis Lambda Men‘s
Chorus is a 25—member chorus which
was organized in 1989. The group is
a member of GALA, the Gay and

SEARCH

NOW
AVAILABLE

1411MEMPHIS,
POPLARTNAVE.
(901) 272—7827

Dr. Ide takes a close look at the man
Paul and what a complex man he was.
He condemned sexuality in general,
not just homosexuality and Dr. Ide
feels Paul was Gay himself. In other
passages he examines the author of
the Gospel of Mark, whom he shows
to be ignorant of Israel‘s geography
and Jewish laws and customs. For
example, a Jewish woman had no
right of divorce yet Mark 10:12 states
the case that she did.
All in all Battling With Beasts is a
rational, objective look at a book
which has so often been misused to
bash Gays and Lesbians. Next time
you find yourself with a religious
homophobe, you too can quote scrip—
ture. At the Memphis Gay and Les—
bian Community Center, December
17th at 7 PM is the next meeting of
the Spirituality Discussion Group
which explores what modern and tra—
ditional literature says about spiritu—
ality for Gays and Lesbians. Battling
With Beasts is available locally from
Meristem for $12.00.

Nine times out often, or even more
often, those who oppose the Gay
lifestyle on religious grounds will cite
passages from the Bible to back up
their bigotry and the passages are
those of the great New Testament
preacher, Paul. But who was Paul and
did he really say all those horrible
things about Gays and Lesbians?
Doctor Arthur Frederick Ide turns his
scholarly training on the original lan—
guages in which the Bible was writ—
ten, and not the familiar King James
Version which was often mis—
translated. Footnotes abound citing
the Bible verses under discussion and
what they really said in the original
Greek or Hebrew. Almost everyone
is familiar with Paul‘s—conversion to
Christianity when he saw the light on
the road to Damascus but what was
this "light" in the Greek context? Not
the light of a celestial body like the
moon, or the light of acquired knowl—
edge but a "radiation," meaning a
manifestation or a ghost. Dr. Ide ex— Video Review
amines dozens of Bible Words in this
interesting fashion.
Black Widow
In 1st Corinthians 6:9—10 for ex—
amples, the word "effeminate"is used
by present—day bigots to bash Gays.
Reviewed by Gary Coughlan
That‘s the King James version. In
TJN Entertainment Editor
other modern—day versions, it is trans—
lated as "homosexuals," " catamites _
Both Debra Winger and Theresa
and sodomites" and "given to unnatu— Russell turn in outstanding perfor—
ral vices." Dr. Ide shows that this is — mances in 1986‘s Black Widow, avail—
an inaccurate and faulty translation of able locally at Star Search and Video
the original Greek which really meant Magic. Debra Wingeris Alex Barnes,
"sick" or "soft." The Greek stoic phi— the best agent at data analysis of the
losopher Epictetus used the same U.S. Department of Justice‘s Special
word to describe people "who can‘t Task Force. Her work is her life and
comprehend and accept truths." The her talent as well as her hunches make
word was never used in Greek to de— her a formidable adversary to those
scribe a sexual proclivity, preference, criminals she pursues. While work—
or act." Aristotle used this word to ing on a Mafia Don‘s unusual death,
mean "a lack of restraint by all people Alex stumbles across a series ofolder,
concerning anything." Dr. Ide states very rich men who died within
that if Gay condemnation had been months of marrying much younger
meant, the Bible author couldhave women.
selected "any one of numerous other
Acting on one of her famous
more precise Greek words that spell hunches, Alex obtains pictures of the
out actual homosexual activity."
wives and becomes convinced that
Besides the fascinating examina— they are all one and the same woman,
tion of the Bibte‘s original language, the character played by Theresa
Russell. Fighting her boss at every
continued on page 27
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men who are Gay or who are respect—
ful of the Gay movement, and inter—
ested singers are welcome to observe
the chorus in rehearsal on any Tues—
day evening. The chorus has given
past concerts at Holy Trinity Commu—
nity Church and the Unitarian Church
of the River. In addition, the chorus
performed on stage at the Orpheum
as part of the Memphis HEART
STRINGS performance.
Additional information on the
chorus can be obtained by calling
(901) 276—4045.

fﬁlSTAR

Battling With Beasts
Reviewed by Gary Coughlan
TJN Entertainment Editor

Lesbian Association of Choruses,
which is headquartered in Denver and
which consists of 104 choruses in the
U.S.; Canada, and Europe. The
GALA Alliance is dedicating to pro—
viding leadership and inspiration to
the Gay and Lesbian movement
through excellence in the choral arts.
The president of the Memphis cho—
rus is Tom Roden.
The Memphis Lambda Men‘s
Chorus rehearses each Tuesday night
at 7:30 pm at Prescott Memorial Bap—
tist Church. The chorus is open to all

Open 7 Days a Week
11 AM — 11 PM
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Lanny Phillips

—

Lanny Phillips, 38, of Memphis
died on Saturday, Oct. 24 at his mid—
town home of an AIDS—related ill—
ness, according to his partner and
companion, Tom Roden.
Lanny was born and raised in
Memphis, Tennessee, and was a
1972 graduate of Treadwell High
School. He attended Memphis State
University, where he received a
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

LADY

degree. During most of his nursing
career, Lanny was an RN in the
Emergency
Department
at
Methodist South Hospital. He had to
give up the nursing profession three
years ago because of illness. At the
time of his disability, Lanny was
working on a Masters of Science in
Nursing degree at MSU.
Lanny‘s interests included
aerobics and jogging, photography,
basketball, and travel. During the past
three years, he and Tom were able

to travel extensively throughout the
United States, Canada, Mexico, and
Europe. They were planning a trip
to Berlin at the time ofLanny‘s death.
A Celebration of Lanny‘s Life
was held on Saturday, Oct. 31 at Holy
Trinity Community Church. Several
friends of Lanny‘s made tributes to
him and the Memphis Lambda
Men‘s Chorus sang StealAway and
Amazing Grace. The Chorus also
hosted a reception in the fellowship
hall following the Celebration.

A.

TURNS
FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME!

39

WM, yma’ay M6“,

Lanny is survived by his partner
ofthree years, Tom Roden, who is
president of the Memphis Lambda
Men‘s Chorus, and by longtime
friends Bill, Tony, Barclay, Allen,
and Reg. He also leaves his mother,
Louise Woods of Memphis, broth—
ers Terry and Larry, sister Pat, and
dad R.L. Phillips, in addition to a
host ofother friends and family.
Memorial donations in Lanny‘s
memory should be made to Friends
ForLife, Box 40389, Memphis,TN
38104. Those interested in assisting
with a quilt panel for the AIDS
Memorial Quilt should make this
known to Friends For Life.

Lanny Phillips

3
o
RICK BRAY
on his graduation from
Memphis State University
( Finally )

3 to 10 PM at the MGLCC
Nlbbles Wise—Ass Conversation, L|ve Music,
——_Abounding Pretense
Video Entertainment, Silent Auction
Admission $1.00 at the door and/or a
blank VCR tape.

(you didn‘t think it was free, did you?)

See Seven States:

WE CARE —
AIDS MINISTRY
We offer spiritual
guidance, medical and
social services information,
and counseling.
Holy Trinity Community Church
726—9443

Lady A. in‘ anxious state; confused state;
piqued state; hystericol state;
deluded state; dissipated state;
ond just in a

general State!

Video Entertainment: Drag ‘TilYou Gag! .
Unseen footage of numerous entertainments of the last decade: Reunion Ball, 1992,
Gay—Ho 1991, Old Hash 1983, Orpheum Ball 1984, Miss Mod II, March on Washington
1979, Alliance Run show 1992, Flight 6 show 1990 and more!

For Hair As You Dare
DaAsBLES Hair Co.
10 N. Coorfr
725—0521

Sitent Ruction: Sundry items from the depths ofLady 74.8 decpest Punk
Celebrate the frantic‘ life of the Do—It—Yourself Legend
All Proceeds Benefit the MGLCC __
and the Gay/Lesbian Switchboard

OPEN LATE
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CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30 words
(including address orphone number) and
a $2.00charge forthe use ofour P.O. Box.
Please specify ifyou want to use our P.O.:
Box. Commercial ads are charged at the
rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline foradsis the 15th ofeach month.
Sendto TriangleJournalNews, Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds
must be submitted in writing and must
includeyournameandatelephonenumber
whereyou can be reached to verify the ad.
If you would like a copy of the issue
your ad appears in, please send $1.00
to cover postage.
Announcements
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announcements
and classifieds must be re—submitted each
month, in writing, by the 15th of the month.
Bep & Breakrast
Ozark Bed/Breakfast—5 wooded acres of
privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclusive
resort for men & women. Hot tub. Country
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
Rt 4 Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—5283.

CAMITFSSEENSIEWSSEUR
YOU DESERVE THE BEST
R
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ﬁmmspgg’s
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Toray
Craig 1 ORM-w PM (901

Age, physical fitness, cute dudes. Write
Jim, Rt. 1 Box 18, Gassville, AR 72635.
BiWM, 23, 6‘0", 175#, good—looking,
masculine. Looking forattractive men 18—
25 for one thing only,; a good time. I‘m
interested in doing it alll The more the
merrier. Discretion a must. Respond to
Dept. W—12, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis,
TN 38111—0485.
BLK—M, 6‘4", 230#, seeks: Endowed top,
nice—looking, built, masculine, 18—28 y/o,
white or hispanic male. Letter/phone #.
Describe your life and yourself. Write:
Wayne, 412 Franklin Street, Russeliville,
KY 42276.
Chad—I just want to let you know how
special you have becometome. You have
helped me to escape 2 years of darkness.
You have taught me that I can trust. I am
ending 1992 a lot happier than | began it.
Happy Holidays!!!... Lots of Love, Wes.
GBF, 33, 53 1/2, 135#, looking forthat one
special person who is a GBF who is 29—40.
I am very settled, home—oriented, caring,
and romantic. I like sports, music, and
poetry. I walk in the rain when it just starts
raining. I would loveto cookyou a romantic
dinner. Call Annette: (901) 745—1307.
GWM, 22, 57", 142#, attractive, sane,
educated professional, travels Memphis
often, seeks GWM, 18—30, for friendship,

fun, and romantic evenings. Reply to: P.O.
Box 522, Winona, MS 38967.
GWM, 27, wanting to meet other Gay and
Lesbian students at Ole Miss. Write to:

278-9768;

§

al

Wallace R. from Pipeline. You want me to
do WHAT? Sounds sick. I love it! Signed
Mule.
Roommate

iscopal Church.
INJ EGR1JY isaplaceto
findcommunity and
rt.
INTEGQI‘IU offers
opportunitiesfor growth,
prayer,friendship and
understanding.

INTEGRI‘J'U meets every
third are???“ of the —
month at
Caly
iscopal Church, Jl'femyﬁis.
or more information, calf
Doug Deaver at 126—40698
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Mid—South‘s G ay and LeSbIan
Community Newspaper

_ 12 Issues for $15
§
mailed First Class, discreetly, so you
don‘t have to wait for the news. —
NAME —
AporEss
city
PHONE

'
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Gay and Lesbian Zustiuess Owners
z
Trrect yz
W

facilities. Rentnegotiable. (901)
274— 0720 (Leave message).
Erndleved noperoerie antes

s
Buy a Subscription to the
=
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God in making an
Guifding ofrefationships.

INTEGRIﬂ'ylsnfamify
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Rt 4 Box 155
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
(501) 253—5283
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Call (501) 630—1289.

_ Men & Women
_ Hot Tub
Country Club Privileges

non—smoker/drugs; consideredhandsome

— You were chosen 6y God
to 6e whoyou are —
, (esbian or
heterosexual.
IJhe expression of
your sexuality is agift from

Memphis.$50/month rentplus1/2utilities.
No drugs or heavy drinkers; smoker OK.

—G1;eenwood
HollowRidge
Ozark Bed & Breakfast
Exclusive Resort for

Dele,P.0.Box6725Universiy,MSSRSTT COOPERYOUNG:Gaymansecissinge)
couple to share large historic, partial
—
ised lost i gidkitchen, 2 baths,
" GWM62% 1907, welbul, quietsebe, Large
rooms, modern

——9——(—)———Pm°m by some, prefer to be nude. Enjoy the
ane cont cs co Sof Hon home and outdoors versus the bars. Write
to HIL PD hex
_ bl alt be snewelet)
nes:
student
((
TN 97pts,
progressvepolticsNew
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Happy number two Dorsey and Jim! We and washer and dryer prvileges. Call (901)
missyou! SeeyouatSummitTwo! Alliance. 373—9439.
INVESTOR NEEDED: For Business Roommatewantedtosharesmallfurnished
venture—Serious inquiries only. M. trailer in Widener, AR, 40 mi. west of
Crawford/P. Kana: (615) 226—8921.
Leland D.—So what if you‘re the wrong
color to impersonate Janet. You could still
do Vanilla Ice or Shenade. Cheer up— (
Casey Cassum will retire someday and
you definitely know your top—40! (Any
questions, ask Wooly). Call me a DQ you
penis—breathed, panty—clad, perpetual
flashback! Love 4 ever, Steve.
Pitin. Gracia por tu amor. Tu guarda mi
vida. Siempre. Rambito.
Rural GMCPL wants to meet and
correspond with others who enjoy outdoor
lifestyles. Welike boating, hiking, camping,
organic gardening, etc. Please write J.B.,
Route 3 Box 280C, Linden, TN 37096.
Please no druggies or peacocks.
Steve W.—Whyis it such an insult to call
you a D.Q.? We haven‘t seen you in a
benefit in ages, you over—adjectivized,
tanned—to—a—crisp,
Bartlettite
wannabe,
pushy bottom.
Love, LDA
SOUTHERN MEN CONTACT LETTER.
Free information. Send self—addressed,
stamped envelope to J.L, POB 25327,
Nashville, TN 37202.

Catt (901) 4541411
P
for 7

:

€

—
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f Meetings at Memphis Lambda Center, Inca
_ 241 N. Cleveland Street
Memphis, TN 38104
E
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Gay Alcoholics Anonymous)
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Sunday
Monday
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Tuesday
Wednesday 8:00 pm Big Book Study
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
Saturday
(Last Saturday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Tie The Lis
nto The Lig
(Alcoholics Anonymous — Women Only)
Sum Mensch gen;
Tonge

unday
oon scussion en
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Sunday.)
:
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
8:00 pm Discussion (Open, but participa—
Friday
tion by other than alcoholics/
addicts discouraged.)

AlaAlpp; ﬁgﬁggfxpdency meeting)
STATE ____ ZIP
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
Saturday
6:30pm Discussion (Open)
Mail to
$
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization
formed for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—
StepP meetings8° with a special
outreach to the GayM and
P
Lesbian community.
k

Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News)

ity. How does that prove Alex‘s
theory about Rennie being a monster
"Borgia Lady" who seduces, marries
and murders rich men to get their
money? Alex is seemingly stumped
and Black Widow continues its unpre—
dictable twits and turns to the very
end. This video will be shown at the
Memphis Gay And Lesbian Commu—
nity Center‘s Video Night on Decem—
ber 11th at 7:30 PM.

Black Widow
continuedfrom page 25
turn to pursue this case, Alex gradu—
ally becomes obsessed with the
Russell character.
When Theresa Russell is first
viewed she is Catharine from Chicago
whose millionaire publisher husband
has just died. In a quick metamorpho—
sis, she becomes Southern Belle
Marielle from Charleston married to
a millionaire Texas toy maker played
by Dennis Hopper and Margaret from
New England married to a reclusive
millionaire curator in Seattle. All die
shortly after the wedding, the widow
vanishes and the estates are all con—
verted to money and vanish with her.
Taking a leave ofabsence from her
job, Alex first poses as a freelance
reporter, then a tourist and enters
‘Theresa Russell‘s latest creation‘s life,
Rennie from Wisconsin who is now
in Hawaii. Quickly becoming friends,
the women share clothes, scuba div—
ing lessons, and Paul, Rennie‘s latest
target. The women become obsessed
with each other, Rennie marries Paul,
Alex gives Rennie a Black Widow
brooch and Black Widow moves into
the final showdown with Alex trying
to save a skeptical Paul‘s life.
Paul tells Alex that he and Rennie
had both drawn up new wills and both
wills left everything to a Cancer char—

Human Testing
continuedfrom page 21
people‘s hopes up," he said.
Gene—transfer therapy involves
combining a patient‘s cells with ge—
netic material and growing the mix—
ture in a laboratory. The
combination is then returned to the
body to stimulate the immune
system.
:
The goal is to put the progres—
sion of AIDS into long—term remis—
sion or even cure the patient,

researchers said.
Dr. Jeffrey Galpin, founder and
president of Shared Medical, told a
Beverly Hills news conference the
therapy is "technically the most
advanced yet for the early treatment
of AIDS."
Wilcox said it was too early to
tell whether the treatment was
working.
&
The Shared Medical Network is
a subsidiary of Caremark Interna—
tional, made up of 44 private medi—
cal practices in 25 American cities.
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ALTERNATIVE

Custom Laser—Printeo CHaristmas Caros — 10¢ Ea.

HIV TESTING SITE —

Buy your own Christmas cards and let us customize them for you.
[$5 set—up charge includes first 20 cards.]

Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center

Car. 454—1411

1665 MADISON
Wednesdays 5—7 PM

CooK & Jorn

owners

%
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FOR
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1, 1998

1880°S TOWN HOUSE — TWO BEDROOM, ONE BATH APARTMENTS

— Elegantly restored * All New Appliances * Dishwasher * Central Heat and Air
~ Wood Floors * Fireplaces * Ceiling Fans + Washer & Dryer + Security System
Only $650 a month (upper) or $600 a month (lower)
Six Blocks from Downtown in the Greenlaw Historic District

Contact
—— John

Griffin

or
Russell
Armstrong

s boisfob sosge
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Sundays at 11:00am, 6:30pm; Bible
The Gay Meffghis Resources
study: Wednesdays at 7:00pm; We
Directory is printed as a public
CareAIDS Support Ministry: Sat. 10am
service, and its listings are free.
« 2323 Monroe » Mailing address: Box
Agencies and businesses listed herein .
41648, Memphis, 38174—1648
have requested to be listed, but have not
T 726—9443.
been charged. All phone numbers are area
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tue.,
code 901 unless otherwise noted.
Dinner, 6:30pm, $3, Meeting 7:00pm »
ADULT BOOKSTORES
c/o Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N.
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
2nd, Memphis, TN38103@°726—4698
T 345—0657. .
(Doug Deaver) or 272—1207 (Joe
Cherokee Adult Book Store:
Pfeiffer).
2947 Lamar @ 744—7494.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Lambda Center @ 276—7379 or
B 454—7765.
454—1414.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: Rehearsals:
Summer @ 323—2665.
Tuesdays, 7:30pm, Prescott Memorial
Tammy‘s # 1: 2857 Winchester
Baptist Church, 499 Patterson «Mailing
E 794—2997.
address: 2058 Young Ave, Memphis
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Road
38104 @ 276—4045.
T 396—9050.
_ Tammy‘s #3: 1617 Getwell Road Loving Arms (Volunteers who “love
and "hold" babiesatthe Med): Shelia
— @ 7444513.
Tankersley, 8591 Greenbrook
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Avenue
Parkway, Southaven, MS 38671
# 3735670.
T
393—0983.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Memphis
Center for Reproductive
Meristem: FeministBookStore—930South
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave, Memphis
Cooper @ 276—0282.
38104 @ 274—3550.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
SERVICES
Center (MGLCC): 1665 Madison,
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: @ 726—4211.
Memphis 38104 Mailing address: Box
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
41074, Memphis 38174 @r 276—4651.
T 3245314.
$
Memphis Lambda Center: Meeting place
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
for 12—step recovery programs » 241 N.
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
Cleveland (above United Paint Store),
estimates @ 327—6165.
Memphis 38104 @ 276—7379, 726—
White Glove Services: Home or Office
6293, 527—1461, or 327—3676.
# 743—2139.
Memphis Phone Corps: @ 278—2199 —
f
COMMUNITY GROUPS
David or @ 272—3740 — Tom.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA): Memphis State University Students for
Memphis
Lambda
Center
Gay & Lesbian Awareness (GALA):
# 276—7379.
__ GALA c/o Office of Greek Affairs, MSU
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
38152.
Lambda Center Z 276—7379.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
Alliance: Leather/levi club » 4372 Kerwin
Memphis 38111—0042.
_
Drive, Memphis 38128.
Minority Prison Project (MPP): For
American Gay Atheists (AGA)
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Memphis: Box 41371, Memphis
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402
38174—1371.
—
T 726—1547.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT): Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
Memphis 38174—1822.
T 452—5894.
f
National Organization for Women
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174
— 1161 PoplarAve #15, Memphis 38105
0982 @ 276—0282.
@ 756—5172.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Catholic Gay Men‘s Support Group:
Alcoholics): Memphis LambdaCenter
Information & 725—5237.
T 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Catholic Lesbians: Faith Z 324—6949.
Parents & FriendsofLesbiansAnd Gays
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: — Gay/Lesbian
_ (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
Square DanceClub MeetsThursdays,
38187—2031 @ 761—1444.
7pmPrescott Memorial BaptistChurch, Phoenix (Gay AA): Memphis Lambda
4267 Richwood, Memphis 38125
Center @ 327—2447, 276—7379, or
T 387—1567 or 753—1507.
454—1414.
Desert Hearts: Gay Women‘s Social Positive Mental Attitude Association,
Group ZSusan 377—7312 or Barbara
Inc: Former incarcerated drug users *
756—8134.
28 N. Claybrook, Suite 1, Memphis
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
38104 @ 276—PMAA.
AIDSServiceOrganization—Box40389, Prime—Timers Memphis: Forinformation:
Memphis38174—0389 @ 278—AIDS or
John Prowett, 1517 Court Ave., Ste. 4,
272—0855.
Memphis 38104—2402 @ 726—1547.
Gay andLesbian American Indians: Riverboat Gamblers Motorcycle Club:
Information @ 725—4898, .
Box 40404, Memphis, TN 38104
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of
T 276—9939.
America Memphis Chapter: For Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court .— Center @ 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402 @ 726— Southern Country Memphis: Country
1547.
Western Dance
Club
_>
Gays On Cleveland Street (GOCS):
c/oChaps, 111 N. Claybrook, Memphis,
Social Group + c/o The Hut, 102 N.
38104 @ 452—2307.
Cleveland,
Memphis
38104 Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For
T 725—9872.
information: John
1517 Court
HolyTrinityCommunityChurch: Sunday
Ave., Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402
School: 9:45am; Worship Service: .
B 726—1547.
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Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
Wings: Social Club» Box41784, Memphis _
38174—1784.
Women ofLeather: Box41322, Memphis
38127—1322.
Young & Proud: Mailing address: Box
41074, Memphis 38174 @272—2609.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Madison Heights: Gay computer bulletin
board + 300 — 2400 baud, Password
"Drummer" @ 272—1216.
North American Bulletin Board
Operators Assoc. (NABBOA):
T 794—0646 (Leave message
requesting membership to group 69).
The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
board + 300 or 1200 baud
@ 2746713. (You must have a
computer and modem to access this
service.)
Two‘s Company: Gay computer bulletin
boardandcomputersupport:"Handles"
accepted. 1200/2400 baud.
T 726—4073.
_____GCOUNSELING
Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoralcounseling
t 278—9554.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union,
Memphis 38104 Z 726—1284.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Amold
Rd, Suite 316, Memphls 38118 @
369—6050.
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counsellng
Service, 1835 Union, Suite 101,
Memphis 38104 @ 726—4586 » Sliding
fee scale.
Northeast Mental Health Center:
T 382—3880.
Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group
therapy + Fully Alive! @ 323—2078
* Sliding fee scale.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner
T 767—3661.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave, Suite 305,
Memphis 38111 2 458—0152.
Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes,
accounting services r 726—9082.
FLORISTS
Botanica: 944 South Cooper, Memphis
38104 # 800—769—5688, fax: 274
— 5688.
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union
Ave., Memphis 38104 Z 274—8103.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park, Memphis
38119 @ 761—2980.
Sweet Peas: 111 South Highland @324
6873 and 80 Monroe @ 525—7775.
GRAPHICS
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Suite
103, Memphis 38104 @ 276—2101.
— JRP Specialties: Photo business cards &
distinctive nature photography » Joe
. Pfeiffer @ 272—1207.
Printers Ink: Box 11485, Memphis, TN
38111—0485 @ 454—1411.
Ann Taylor: Resumés, ad campaigns,
letterhead, etc., Memphis, TN
T 761—2980.
Wildhare Graphics: 344 North Watkins,
Memphis, TN 38104 Z 278—8437.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
AIDS Switchboard: I 278—AIDS.
Gay
&
Lesbian
Hotline:
# 1—800—285—7431 (24 hr. help &
information for Lesbians, Gays
transvestites, & transexuals)
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline:

E 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., ﬁ Mid—Town Hair: 1926 Madison, Memphis
38104 @ 278—2199.
— 11:45pm.)
—
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting by competent, caring
E 728—GAYS + 7:30—11pm.
couple r 726—6198.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: @ 276—LIVE.
Richard‘s Designs: Packaging designs &
marketing @ 683—6157.
Rape Crisis: @ 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental + Michael Sanders
T 274—7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National
T 948—3998.
Hotline:® (617) 899—2212 (8am— See—S: Portraits & photography
E 327—3760.
2am, Mon.—Sat.).
Star Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave
LEGAL SERVICES
# 272—STAR.
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
Rt. 1, Box 255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668 Tiger Paw Windshield Repair &
Replacement: Donna Watson
T (601) 562—8738 or (901) 722—8188.
T 363—4629. 24 hr. phone service.
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
Union Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104 Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
Grooming Salon—3700 S. Mendenhall,
T 2746824.
Memphis 38115 # 794—3047 or 365—
Susan Mackenzie, AttorneyAtLaw: 100
9716.
N. Main, Suite 3310, Memphis 38103
Video Magic: 1529 Union, Memphis38104
@ 525—0417.
T 726—6344.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Main, Suite 3310, Memphis 38103 @ Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
Sandra & Troy Whittington
525—0417.
T 685—8410. Free estimates, 24 hr.
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
service.
Second, Suite 600, Memphis 38103
MEDIA
T 521—9996.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law: Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon. —
6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90 + Box
1903 LincolnAmericanTower, 60 North
Mid—America Mall, Memphis 38103
41773, Memphis 38174.
T 684—1332.
Hera Sees: Bi—monthly newspaper
published by Hera Sees, Inc. » 1725—B
MASSAGE SERVICES
Madison Avenue, Memphls 38104
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
276—0543.
massage, therapeutic touch and
Weekly
newspaper
preparation for movement. By Query:
published by Pyramid Publishing
appointment only @r 527—2273.
* Box 40422, Nashville 37204—0422
Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sports massage
@ (615) 327—3273.
‘by appointment @ 377—7701.
DaveEveritt: Full bodySwedishmassage, Triangle Journal News: Monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink »
Shiatzu, medical massage &AyurVeda
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
E 327—4513 or 529—4161 (Peabody
B 4541411.
—
Hotel).
'
NIGHT CLUBS / DINING
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
massage by appointment©452—1875 Amnesia: 2866 Poplar Zr 454—1366.
Apartment Club: 343 Madison
or Beeper 575—1230.
T 525—9491.
Craig von Graeler: Professionalfull body
massage by appointment. Please call Barbara‘s: 1474 Madison @ 278—4313.
Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook @ 726—4767.
10am—10pm @ 278—9768.
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland @ 725—9872.
_
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
AccentWith Flowers: FloralSchool, 1505 J—Wags: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
S. Perkins, Memphis 38117 Ménage: 1680 Madison @ 725—1745.
Oops: 1349 Autumn @ 272—1634.
H 683—3007.
§
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper, Memphis Pipeline: 1382 Poplar ¥ 726—5263.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon
38104 @ 725—0521.
# 272—1525.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall
Veterinarian, 480 PruittRoad, Oakland, WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madison
T 278—9321.
TN 38060 @ (901) 465—2699.
For emergency care call ESTATE
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
E (901) 372—2215.
Developments: 194 Looney Ave,
David Gairhan: A/C & refrigeration repair
Memphis 38107 @ 525—3044.
2747011.
Bill Malone, Affiliate Broker, Merkle and
Len Glosque: Carpentry I 276—0135.
Associates: 2298 Germantown Rd S.,
Graffiti Graphics: 5709 Mt. Moriah,
Memphis 38138 @r 755—2200.
Memphis,TN 38115 # 795—2609.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Davies—
Sowell, Inc.: 54 S. Cooper, Memphis
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins,
38104 @ 278—4380.
52 N. Second, Memphis 38103
@ 525—5302.
. TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
Antiques: 2613 Broad Avenue
LOCATIONS
T 454—0386.
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for
Rd. Et & 683—9801.
private functions + Lisa Gray: (The Memphis and Shelby County Public
Peabody Hotel) = 383—2565.
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
Bob Hughes, MS: Yoga and relaxation P & H Cafe: 1532 Madison Ave
classes » P 682—0855.
B 2749794.
John In Charge: Household & office Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar
cleaning, errands, a personal valet «
T 7254823
T 272—2316.
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Kings Interior Painting: @ 324—5314. .
Mendenhall Rd S. 682—3326 & 1803
The Limited Edition Gallery: Art& Custom
Union # 726—1622.
Framing + 826 South Cooper r 7280s:
5501.

